ENGI~E

SYSTEMS

COOLING AIR SYSTEM.

A cooling system is necesso.ry on the JT3D (TF33) to cool the vital opero.ting
components. Of the mo.ss :lirflow through the engine, approxlmo.tely 20
percent is used for combus.tion and 75 percent used In cooling. The lo.rge
surplus of air serves to cool the hot sections of the engine to help elimmate
unacceptable temperatures. The conductivity of the metal In the case carries
the heo.t dlrectlv to the outside skin, but with adequate internal cooling the
external temperatures can be held to an o.cceptable level. The remaining
5 percent Is used for other purposes such as operation of vo.rlous pneumatic
systems ana pressurizing the main bearing carbon oil seals.
Airflow into the engine passes through the fl rst two stages of the fan where
It divides and flows into the engine and fan ducts around the en.;ioe. The
fan o.lr passes through the ducts and is exhausted In the t:lil pipe along with
the engine exhaust gasses.
Airflow in the nrne-sta;;e 11<1 compressor Is Increased approxlmo.tely 5. 25
times. If standard d:l) conditions olxlst (l5'C• and 15 PSIA) the pressure
and temper:tture of the air through the Nl compressor Is then i9 PSIA at
220'C :lt the ninth stage.
Ninth-stage :tlr Is bled off at the blade rear platform and enters the Nl
compressor rotor assembly through holes In the Nl rear hub. A small
amount of the air pressure Inside the rotor :tssembly Is bled at a controlled
rate across the No. l bearing carbon seal. Some of this air also passes

•

All temperatures In thls volwne are given in Centigrade. To convert to
Fahrenheit, multiply the Centigrade reading by 9/5 and :tdd 32.
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over an air control seal at the No. 1 b~arlng and is re-injested into the intake
of the engine just aft of the inlet guide vn.ne assembly.
Ninth - stage :ti r inside the Nl rotor fiows down the hollow N1 turbine shaft to the
area formed by the Nl turbine wheel disks, the wheel disk spacers, and the
turbine rear hub. Air flows through holes in the disk spacer between No. 2 and
No. 3 turbine wheel. As It flows, it cools the aft side of :he No. 2 turbine wheel
and the forward side of the No. 3 wheel. Air passes through the air seal ring
and cools the base of the No. 3 turbine stator assembly and is then exhausted
into the exhaust gases passing out of the engine.
The aft side of the No. 3 turbine wheel and the forward side of the No. 4 wheel
are cooled In the same manner. Cooling air passes through the seal ring between
the No. 3 and No. 4 wheels' and cools the base of the No. 4 turbine stator ::><;sembly. This air is also exhausted Into the gas stream.
Airflow through the turbine at the rear hub takes several paths. First, the aft
side of the ~Jo. ·I wheel, the inner exhaust cone, nnd the base of the ~o. (j hearing
support str:..ts 'Ire cooled by the flow. Sectlnd, the heat shield assembl~ (cup)
surrounding the No. 6 bearing Is hollow with openings fore and aft which pP.nnit
cooling airflow around the bearing shte1d assembly. The ninth-stage air is also
bled at a controlled rate across the No. 6 bearing seal.
From the ninth stage, airflow continues on into the seven stages of the
compressor. Si~eenth-stage air at the diffuser case has now reached
at 421 "C. The total pressure ratio through the engine is 16 to 1.

~i2
~35

PSV\

At the twelfth-stage rotor of the N2 compressor air is bled off fer two pu:·;>oses:
The :;~ compressor inner case has holes at the twelfth sta~e ~o :11low
air off of the tiVelfth-stage rotor to now out into the chamber i<'rrr.ed '•Y
the 1nner case and the compressor intermediate (outer) case. The >tir
in this chamber is bled off for compressor unloading to aid in prE'ver.tlng
compressor stall. This bleed air Is uwnped directly into the fan ducts
from the o::ompressor bleed valves.
1.

2. T.le rotor seal spacer between the twelfth and thirteenth stage of the
compressor rotor has holes which allow twelfth-stage air to bleed inside
the N2 compressor rotor assembly . This air bleeds out forward through
the N~ front hub. By bleeding off this twelith-stage air, approximately
4, 000 pottnus of thrust against the No. 4 bearing Is offset. The twelfthstage air passing out of the N2 rotor bub supplies air across the No. 3
bearing seal. Excess air Is re-lnjested at the tenth stage.
At the rear com pressor, sixteenth-stage :llr bleeds past the rotor seal and
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enters the diffuser case Inner cavity forward of the No. 4 bearing heat shield.
Sixteenth-stage air is bled at a controlled rate across the No. 4 bearing seal.
From the Inner cavity, the air passes through holes Into the area formed by the
combustion chamber Inner heat shield and liner. Air flows aft to the No. 5
bearing housing support where It is bled at a controlled rate across the No. 5
bearing carbon seal. Sixteenth- stage alr In the chamber flows up to cool the
base of the turbine nozzle guide vanes and the front face of the No. 1 turbine
wheel. Air flows down past air seal rings to cool the base of the No. 1 wheel,
then back up between the No, 1 and 2 wheels to cool forward and aft sides of
these turbine wheels, As air passes out Into the exhaust stream, It cools the
base of the No. 1 stage turbine stators.
The air passing through the engine serves to cool the combustion chamber liners
and aid combustion. The burner cans are constructed with holes and slots which
serve to induce a thin, fast-moving film of air over both Inner and outer surfaces.
A center tube is Installed In each can to lead cooling air Into the center to
promote high combustion efficiency and rapid dilution of the hot gases.

LUBRICATION SYSTEM.
The JT3D (TF33-P....7) engine Is lubricated by a high- pressure, self-contained
oil system. Lubrication Is provided for the engine bearings, bearing seals,
accessory drive shaft, and gear train In the accessory gearbox.
Synthetic lubrlcat~D:g oil Is used In the engine luh system and must conform to
P&WA speclflcatlon 521D or MIL-L-7808£. It Ls reccmmended that types of
synthetic oils not be mixed and should never be mixed with petroleum base oils.
CAUTION
When synthetic oil Is hot, it produces toxic
fumes which cause Irritation to the eyes and
nose .

COMPONENTS.
The major components include an oil tank, pressure pump, oil filter, pressure
relief valve, scavenge pumps, air-oil cooler, fuel-oil cooler, rotary breather,
and a breather pressurizing valve. In addition to the major components, a low
oil quantity warning light, an oil pressure Indicator, a low oil pressure warning
light, and an oil temperature Indicator are Included for monitoring the engine
oil system.
Most of the engine lubrication components are located on the right hand side of
the engine.
I'
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LUBRICATION

PRESSURE SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS.

The pressure system pro\•ldes lubrication for engine bearings. bc:;r;n., seals,
and nccessory drives. Components included In the pressure system arc ~n oil
tank, a pressure pump, an oil filter, a pressure relief valve, a low oil quantity
warning light, an oil pressure Indicator, :l low oil pressure warning light, an
oil temperature Indicator, and :ill external/internal lines and oil sprn) nozzles.
OIL TANK.

The engine oil is contained In a steel, saddle-~·pe tank. It is located aroWid the
top, upper right hand quadrant of the engine. The lank is secured by two straps
to the flanges of the front and rear fan r ear case assembly .

.

Total volume of the tank Is 7. 77 gallons. The full servicing capacar• .;;f tte tank
Is 6. 09 gallons. This leaves l. 68 gallons of total tank volume for an air oxpansion
space.
The tank internally contains oafOes and pl:ltes to prevent oil surging. A can type
de-aerator Is located In the tank at the return line to prevent aeration of the oil.
The filler openlog Is located on the tank in such a position that over ~er·:iclng is
prevented. The tank Is accessible for sen·iclng through an access door on the
upper right hand side of the forward cowling. A dip stick, lncorpor::ated in each
tank, Is graduated In quarts with markings indicating the number oi quarts needed
In the system. T?e full mark Indicates 6.1 gallons in the tank.
A scupper drain Hoe is tncorpor:ued in the filler openlog. The dnin Hne runs
from the filler opening down through the Inside of the tank, then exits .11 the lower
aft side of the tank. A scupper drain line runs down to a drain provlsaon at the
bottom of the forward fan case.
The supply fitting is located on l!le bottom 01 the tank. The supply line !s
approximately 1 1/2 inches In d1arneter and supplies oil to the main prc~sure
pump in the gearbox. Ne>."t to the oil suppl) fitting is a fitting- for an oil tank
drain. A manually operated valve is inslalled on the tank drain connection.
The oil return line fitting Is located on top of the tank and adjacent to the oil
lank vent. Inside the tank at the return llne is a de-aerator . LocatE'd In the
tank near the one-gallon le\'el !s a fioat-opented switch. This Is the lo•v oil
quantity switch. It will complete an electrical circuit to illuminate a ll(!ht on
the flight engineer's panel. The light (one for each engine) is locater.l above the
oil pressure guages on the lower right hand corner of the F /E panel. The light
wlll Illuminate when oil quantity reaches one gallon usable oil left in the t::ank.
The electrical connection for the low oil quantity switch Is located on the Lank
just below the oil scupper drain line.
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T he main pressure pump is a gear tqJC positi\·c- displaccmcnt pump. It is
duplex in construction having a pressure and one scavenge element. The two
clom ents a r e separ:tted by :1 center body and ::m "0" ring sea l. TI1e forward
element of the pump is U1e scavenge clement. and the rear is the prcssw·c
element.
The pump is located and housed in the accessory gearbox on the forward lower
right hand side. IL is installed into the smooth-bore opening in the gearbox. A
locating pin hole ln the pump front body aligns with a pin in the gear box oil pump
pad. The pump is secured to the gearbox studs with four washers and locknuts .
The pum p drive splines into and is driven by the hydraulic pump drive ge:tr. The
pump is driven at a ratio of 0. 342 to 1 to N2-compressor speed. At 100 percent
RPM of N2. the pump speed is approximately 3300 RPM. At 100 percent N2 RPM,
the pump pressure output will be approximately SO PSI. The pressure relief
valve limi ts this to -15 ± 5 PSI. The pwnp will maintain a minlnlum of 35 PSI at
engine idle.
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OIL PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE.

The oil pressure relief valve is a continuous bypass, pressure- relief valve. The
valve will open and/or close to maintain a desh·ed pressure in the system. It is
located in the bottom of the gearbox, adjacent to the oil pressure pump.
The valve assembly is made up of a valve body which houses the valve, valve
seat, valve spring, and valve adjusting screw. Mounted on top of the gearbox
oil pressure relief valve housing at the presure inlet to the valve is a strainer
and the hydraulic pump drive bearing oil nozzle.
The valve assembly is downstream from tbe main oil filter. filter bypass valve,
and oil pressure transmitter plug. Pressure oil in the passage from the filter is
felt on one side of the valve. Opposing this pressure are a spring and bypassed
pressure or pump inlet pressure.
The oil spray nozzles, with their drilled orifices, control the flow and distribution
of oil to the bearings. The pressure relief valve maintains a constant differential
pressure across the spray nozzles.
When the engine is operating at 100 percent the pump supplies more pressure than
is required for normal bearing lubrication.. To reduce oil pressure to the desired
4-10
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level, and to maintnin the dlfferenti:tl, the pressure relief valve opens and
bypasses some oil back to pump inlet.
Norm:tl oil pressure is 45 ± 5 PSI. At engine idle, pressure should be at least
35 PSI.
The pressure relief valve Is ground adjustnble. In order to adjust oil pressure,
remove the cap, loosen the loclmut, and turn the adjusting screw clockwise or
counterclockwise to increase or decrease oil pressure.
OIL FILTER.

The main oil £ilter assembly is mounted on the main gearbox, top right hand
side. Ills angularly posJtiol'led on the gearbox. Purpose of the main filter Is
to trap contaminants and supply clean oil to the engine components and malo
bearings. The filter Is downstream from the malo pressure pump. Oil under
pressure from the main pwnp travels through mternal and external lines directly
to the filter housing assembly.
Located in the filter housing is a filter element assembly, an oil filter check
valve, and a filter bypass valve.
The filter element is composed of a series of screens In disk form, separated
by stamped lnlet and outlet spacer disks. The assembly is made up by alternately
stacl<ing an Inlet disk, screen, and outlet disk. These disks are stacked on a
cylindrical perforated support and squeezed together and held lo place by a
retnining plug. Oil flow is from the outside of the disks, to the inlet wafer,
through the screen and out an outlet wafer, and through the cylindrical perforated
support to the center of the element. This type of element is easily accessible
for replacement or cleaning.
The oil filter check valve is located at the end of the screen assembly. It is a
springloaded poppet type valve. Oil pressure from the center of the element
forces the check valve open allowing flow to the system. In a static condition,
the check valve closes and prevents oil flow from the tank loto the engine, thus
avoiding an excess of oil in the bearing and accessory compartments.
The lubrication system is protected from oil starvation in the event the malo oil
screen becomes clogged. A bypass valve provides this protection. The valve Is
located in the filter housing between the filter Inlet passage and filter outlet
passage. If the filter should become clogged, the bypass valve will open when an
approximate differential pressure of 50 PSID eldsts. Thi.s valve Is simply a
sprlng!oaded sliding piston type which can be replaced in part or as an assembly.
Located adjacent to and on the oil filter assembly are the low oil pressure and
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filter differential pressure sensing lines, an oil pressure transmitter, :llld an
oil temperature bulb.
OIL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER.

Tbe pressure transmitter is just above the oil filter assembly and monitors oil
pressure in the pressure passage on the downstream side of the oil filter. Tbe
transmitter also bas a line which tees into a line connecting the low oil pressure
switch to the gearbox. This serves as a vent to the gearbox. Operation of the
pressure transmitter is covered under engine Indicating systems. The indicator
is located on the flight engineers panel, lower right hand side.
lOW Oil
Oil ~~£$SURE
TRAHSM ITT Ell

~~[$SURE

SWITCH

lOW OIL ~RESSU~E SWITCH
('tlTER OI,,[Jt[NTIAl)

6" COMP'IttSSOIIt
PJtE5SURE

&lEED VALVE

A low oil pressure warning
system is incorporated on
each engine to provide a
light indication In the event
8UL8
of low oil pressure or oil
filter clogging. The light is
TO SYSTEM
located on the pilot's center
~~~ ESSUIIE
instrument panel. It is
REQUlATOR
controlled by two pressure
switches. The switches are
located on the right band side of the engine, on a bracket attached over the 6
inch compressor bleed valve.
One pressure switch is connected across the outlet of the oil pressure pump on
the downstream side of the filter. The other side of the switch ties into the gearbox. The oil pressure transmitter tees into this line, sensing gearbox pressure.
If oil pressure drops below 33 (± 1. 5) PSI the light will come on. Low oil pressure
should show on the indicator.
The second switch that controls the low o!l pressure warning light is connected
across the main oil ffiter. One side of the differential pressure switch is
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connected to outlet pressure from the pump on the downstream side of the filter.
The other side connects into the upstream side of the oil filter pressure line.
If the filter becomes clogged 31ld the input pressure is 50 (± l. 5) PSI higher tb3ll
the output pressure the switch will close 31ld illuminate the low oil pressure
warning light. If the oil pressure indicator does not show low oil pressure then
filter clogging should be suspected.
OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATING SYSTEM.
An oil temperature indicator, one for each engine, is located on the flight
engineer's engine instrument panel.

The oil temperature bulb is located downstream of the filter in the pressure
passage on the oil filter hoasi~. It senses temperature of the oil going to the
engine bearings and accessory drive gears. The temperature bulb is of the
resistance type. Resistance of the bulb changes with the temperature of the oil.
Resistance change is measured by the temperature indicator.
The Instrument and operation of the system is discussed under engine indicating
systems.
SYSTEM OPERATION.

Oil from the tank gravity flows down to the oil pump. Passing through the pump,
the oil is directed to .the mnin oil filter. Downstream of the filter Is the pressure
relief valve, maintaining a constant 45 ± 5 PSI system pressure. Oil pressure
in this passage is sensed by the oil pressure tr:!Jlsminer and low oil pressure
warning light switches. External lines carry the oil from the filter housing to
the bearings.
NtD1BER 1 BEARING LUBRICATION.

To lubricate the No. 1 bearing, 3Jl external line (that tees off tho filter housing)
directs oil along the right side of the engine to an oil manifold. The m:11llfold
(spider) is located on the compressor Intermediate case, fl:!Jlge "F" In the 6
o'clock position. From the manifold 3Jl oil line tees off 31ld goes forward to the
alr Inlet housing. This pressure line runs up the right side to the 4 o'clock
strut In the compressor air inlet case. The oil line is supported In the strut by
a sponge-nylon type composition material. The oil spray nozzles are located
at the end of this line in the bearing compartment.
The oil spray is regulated through each spray nozzle by the size of the drllled
nozzle orifice. Located at each spray nozzle Is a small wire-mesh screen.
This "last chance (final) screen" provides final filtering action. The No. 1
bearing bas three oil spray nozzles. <he nozzle sprays oil directly onto the
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front face of the bearing. A second nozzle sprays oil down onto the carbon seal
and seal plate. The third nozzle directs oil onto the Nl, tachometer generator
drive gear train.
NUMBER 2, 2 1/2, AND 3 BEARING LUBRICATION.

The No. 2, 2 1/2, and 3 bearings receive oil under pressure from an internal
line which comes up from the oil mnnlfold (spider) located at the 6 o'clock
position on the intennediate case. The oil line goes into an adapter which
distributes and delivers the oil to the bearlngs. The final screen is located in
the adapter assembly.
A spray nozzle goes from th!l adapter forward through the No. 2 bearing support
and delivers oil to the No: 2 bearing carbon seal. The adapter delivers oil
through an Internal passage to a baffle ring between the No. 2 duplex bearing.
The baffle has drilled orifices which direct oil to the forward and aft sections of
the dual-ball bearing.
The adapter has a spray nozzle facing aft which deliver s oll to the No. 2 1/ 2 and
3 bearings. The oills directed fore and aft to the bearings by the No. 2 bearing
housing and No. 3 bearlng seal carr ier. The housing and cnrrler have slots which
allow the oil into the chamber form ed for the location of the bearings. From this
spray nozzle, a small line tees and loops up around the left hand side of the bearing houslng. At the 12 o'clock position there are two spray nozzles which spray
oil onto the No. 3 bearing seal.

'
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NUMBER 4 AND 5 BEARING LUBRICATION.

Oil to lubricate the No. 4 and 5 bearings comes direclly [rom the oil mter
housing on the right side of the diffuser case. An external line bolts to lhe boss
at the 4 o'clock position on the diffuser case. The boss lies to a line which runs
up the 4 o'clock strut to the bearing housing. The oil line goes into an adapter
which houses the final screen filter. The adapter tees forward to supply oil to a
spacer and oil distributor located between the No. 4 duplex bearing. Lubrication
is similar to that used in lubricating lhe No. 2 duplex bearing. A spray nozzle
extends on forward to lubricate the No. 4 carbon seal and face pl:l.te.
Oil supplied to the adapter at No. 4 bearing also supplies oil for lubricating lhe
No. 5 bearing. A line tees into the adapter on the aft side and runs aft between
the combustion case h!!at shield and the inner combustion case. At the No. 5
bearing, oil enters a spray nozzle assembly. Four spray nozzles are incorporated in the assembly to lubricate the front and rear sides of the bearings and the
top and bottom of the bearing carbon seal.
Oil from the adapter at No. 4 bearing is also sprayed on the accessory drive
bevel gear and tower shaft bearings.
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NUMBER 6 AND 41/2 BEARING LUBRICATION.
The oil line to supply No. 6 and 4 1/2 bearings tees off the boss (4 o'clock
position) on the diffuser case. An external line directs the oil aft to the turbine
exhaust case. At the turbine exhaust case. the line enters the No. 6 bearing
area through the 3 o'clock strut. This oil pressure line supplies the No. 6 and
4 1/2 bearings. There are two final screens located in the No. 6 bearing oil
line. One filter ls located at the boss on the turbine exhaust case; the other is
in the adapter at the No. 6 bearing nozzle.
The adapter directs oil to the forward side of the No. 6 bearing. It a lso directs
oil to the transfer tube assembly which passes through the center of the No. 6
bearing oil scavenge pwnp pinion gear. The transfer tube supplies oil to the
center of the No. 6 bearing oil seal sleeve. From the center cavity, oil is
directed forward through three trumpet tubes to lubricate the No. 4 1/2 bearing
and carbon seals.
The trwnpet tubes fit into seals which match the internal taper of the inside of
the front compressor shaft. Drilled holes through the shaft allow oil to run out
forward to a small annular spray nozzle to lubricate the forward side of the No.
4 1/2 bearing. Seals are lubricated by oil passing through drilled holes in the
seal spacers. Oil is prevented from flowing into the airstream by a sixteenthstage air preload Qn the bearing seals.
SCAVENGE SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS.
Since the JT3D (TF33- P- 7) engine is of the dry swnp type, a scavenge system
is provided to pick up and return the oil to the tank. The scavenge system picks
up all the oil from the bearing compartments and gearbox and returns it to the
tank.

Components included in the scavenge system are five, gear-type pwnps; air-oil
cooler; fuel-oil cooler; and internal/external plumbing.
Four of the scavenge pwnps are located in bearing compartments. The fifth pump
is in the accessory drive gearbox. It is an integral part of the main pressure
pump. Capacity of the combined pumps is approximately twice the quantity output of the pressure pwnp.
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The scavenge pump loc3ted
m No. 1 bearing compal"tment is supported by the
front accessory drive
support assembly. The
support assembly bolts
to the No. 1 bearing
support assembly. The
pump is driven by a gear
off the Nl compr essor
front bub. The pump
picks up oil from the
sump. A strainer
screen is located at the
bottom of the pump pickup. Sea venge oil !rom the
pump travels to a transfer tube inside the 8
o'clock inlet guide vane
to a tee boss fitting on
the compressor i.nfet
case. An external line
is secured to the tee
boss fitting which
carries scavenge oil
to the oil manifold
{spider) at the bottom
tntermediate case.
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The scavenge pump in
the No. 4 bearing compnrtment is 3 dual- gear
type. The pump shafts are vertically mounted in a housing and c.U·ivcn b~ o p:ear
train from the accessory drive bevel gear. The pump housing is supported by
U1e diffuser inner case. The pwnp outlet Lube assembly is bolted 10 U1e left side
of the strut. A tube th1·ough this strut carries the oil to 3 pad outside of the
diffuser case of the 8 o'clock position.
The scavenge pump in the No. 6 bearing compartment is a single-element. geartype pump. The pump is driven by :l spur gear on the turbine rear hub. The
pump housing is supported through an adapter to the turbine reor bearmg assembly.
A strainer screen is installed on the bottom of the pump. The outlet on the pump
oxlts into 3 transfer tube through the S o'clock strut in the turbine exhaust c3se.
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The scavenge pump in the main gearbox IS part of the main pressure pump. It
is driven through splines from the hydraulic pump drive gear. The pump will
scavenge oil from the No. 2 • .e 1/2. and 3 bearing compartments. Oil dr:uning
down the accessory drive tower 9itaft and oil from the accessory drive gears
and bearings in the gearbox Is scavenged by the main scavenge pump.
AIR-OIL COOLER.
•

•

The air-oil..cooier is a radiator-type beat exchanger. It supplements the fueloil cooler to keep the temperature of the oil within the desired limits. Under
certain engine operating conditions the fuel-oil cooler is not capable of maintaining the oil temperature within lim Its.
The air-oil cooler is located on the right side of the exhaust assembly of the fan
discharge duct. The oil is cooled by fan exhaust air flowing around the cooler
case.

O IL INLET HOSE

OIL RETURN

AIR-OIL COOL ER
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Heat from the hot oil is transferred to the colder air, thereby reducmg the oil
temperature. The unit employs 3 temperature-pressure controller bypnss
valve which protects the cooler radiator case it clogs.
FUEL-OIL COOLER.

The fuel-oil cooler is 3 radiator-type heat exchanger, similar in principle of
operation to the air-oil cooler. The cooler bas a cylindrical oil chnmber
surrounded by a jacket. Fuel passes through the cooler core and oil circulates
around the core. It is located on the right side of the N2 compressor case.
A temperature- pressure controller bypass valve is incorporated in the unit. The
temperature-pressure controller 3lso acts as a pressure relief valve which opens
if the core becomes clogged. The temperature control bypnss v3lve regulates
the temper3ture of the oil returnlng to the tank.
SYSTEM OPERATION.

The scavenge system picks up all the otl from the bearing compartments and
gearbox and returns the oil to the tank.
Oil from the No. 1 bearing dnins to the low point between the No. 1 bearlng
front support and the front accessory drives support to form an oil sump. Oil
Is picked up and pwnped out a transfer tube in the 8 o'clock strut. An external
line carries the o_il to the adapter at the bottom of the intermediate c:lse where
it enters the scavenge side of the sp1der.
Oil from the No. 2, 2 1/2, and 3 bearmgs drains m the No. 2 bearing assembly
housing. It passes through holes in the bottom of the bearing housing into the
space formed by the center support of the bearings front support and the rear
support and inner shroud of the compressor intermediate case assembly. Oil
then runs down through the lower vanes of the intermediate case assembly to the
6 o'clock vane. The No. 2 bearing oil pressure tube does not fully fill this vane.
There is room around it to allow drainage of scavenge oil. Holes are through
the support ring at the lower end of the tube. Scavenge oil drops through these
holes, and the No. 2 be:lring oil dr:lin :1d:1pter into the scavenge side of the
:ld:lpter (spider) assembly.
Scavenge oil from No. 1 bearing joins scavenge oil from the No. 2, 2 1/2, and 3
bearing compartments at the spider and is returned to the gearbox. A scavenge
line from the spider enters the lower left band side of the gearbox. A sump at
the bottom center of the gearbox assembly case collects the oil. All scavenge
oil from the gearbox accessory gears and bearings also drains to th1s sump.
The scavenge section of the duplex pump scavenges the sump oil.
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Scavenge oil from the ·1, 4 l/2, :md 5 l><:anngs is packed up by the dual scavenge
pump in the No. I bearmg comparoncnt. Pressure oil is discharged from the
front of the forward :1nd the 10ear of the rear bcarmg (No. 4). A space in the
seal housing allows oil from the t(ont to drain back to the reat· of tho No. 4
bearing support structure in the diffuser case. OU from the rear bearing drains
directly to the same pl:lcc. Splash from the rear bearing provadcs lubrication
for the gears and scavenge pump idler bearings in this area. All scavenge oil
then drains t9 a sump formed where the No. 5 bearing support joms the No. 4
bearing SI!J?pol:"t"structui:e.
The lower section of the dual scavenge pump draws oil from the sump. The oil
scavenge tube for this pump is a passage in the pump housing casting. Output
goes into a common manifold.
Scavenge oil from the 4 1/2 bearing is discharged from the rear side of the
rollers through holes In the N2 turbine shaft. The oil drains into the area
formed by combustion chamber inner liner and the Nl turbine shaft. Some of
this oil may run forward to the sump at the No. 4 bearmg. The remainder runs
aft to a sump formed by the JunCtion of the No. 5 beartng support structure and
the bearing housing. Scavenge oil from the No. 5 bearing drains into this same
sump.
The no. 5 bearing oil scavenge tube dips mto this sump. The pickup tube is
bolted into place Ill the lower part of the No. 5 bearing support structure. The
forward end of the tube fits Into the inlet of the upper scavenge pwn p. The upper
element of the pump picks up oil from No. 5 bearing :1nd pumps it out to the
common manifold. The m:~nifold ties to a pad outside on the diffuser case. An
cxtern:U line from this pad goes down under the engine to the ragbt hand side to
a tee fitting on the accessory gearbox directly under the oil filter clement whach
serves as this is the return line to the tank.
The ~o. G bcartng oil scavenge pwnp Is located in thu botlom of the C\ lindrica!
swnp. The swnp assembly is mounted to the oil swnp :adapter assembly and
covered by :a beat shield assc:mbly. Oil as discharged from both sides of the ~o.
6 bearmg. Oil that is discharged forward can run back through holes in the rear
of the seal housing. Oil that as discharged rearward falls into the swnp,
lubricating the scavenge pwnp geat·s as It passes. The pwnp outlet is a t the i
o'clock position of the sump assembly. A tube connects this poant to a tube
assembly passing through the 7 o'clock strut to the outer exhaust case. An oil
tube ties to the turbine exhaust case boilS and runs forward to a fitting on the
left rear sade of the gearbox housing. Oil as discharged Into the gearbox :1nd
picked up by the main scavenge pump. Internal passages pass scavenge oil to
the tee fitting on the right side o! the gearbox housing.
From the tee fitting, oil !rom the 4, -1 1/2, and 5 bcarangs joins the scavenge
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oil from the gearbox. Oil 1·cturn lines rWJ aft on the right side of the engine to
the fan discharge duct in the exhaust nozzle assembly. The air-oil cooler is
located in this duct.
Fan exhaust air is used for cooling the oil. The oil cooler is equipped with a
pressure relief and temperature bypass valve. The pressure relief valve is
designed to open at a pressure of 23 PSID if the cooler core becomes clogged.
The temperature bypass valve is designed to limit the amount of oil cooling by
permitting more or less oil to flow through the cooler. When the temperature
of the oil is 60"C or below, the bypass valve is fully opened, bypassing oil around
the cooler. When oil temperature increases the temperature bypass valve begins
to close. At 76. 7"C the bypass valve is fully closed, allowing oil to pass through
the cooler.
·
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The oil from the air-t>il cooler tS din:ctcd forward along the
cngme to the fucl-otl cooler.

n~;ht ~tdc

of the

The fuel-oil cooler is loc:~ted on the top ri~ht hand stdc of the ttltcrmcdt:ltc case.
Oil heat is tr::tnsfcrred to the fuel by radiutton. A thermosl:ilic:llly controlled
bypass valve regulates the nmoWJt of oil to be cooled. Only oil hot enough to
require cooling enters the cooler. The byp:1ss valve is open beluw !J:.J. 3•c to
allow the oil to bypass the cooler and return directly to the tank. When oil
temperature goes above 93. 3 "C, the valve begms to close, allowing snme of the
oil to pass through the coolt:r. A pressure relief valve incorporated in thc
thennostatic bypass valve v.;tll open at 60 PSI lf the cooler core bt:comcs clogged.
Oil from the fuel-oil cooler goes directly back to the oil tank. At tllc top •f the
tank, the return ltne tleti info a can type dt:-aerator. Thts atds rn separating air
from the scavenge oil. Oil settles into the tank :1nd the atr ts vcntecl out the top.
VENT SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS.

During engme operation. air constant!} leaks across the beanng ~eals rnto all
bearing compartments. Pressurization in the vent system is provided by the
seal leakage. At sea level, the entire oil svstem is vented to atmosphcre. With
increasing altitude, the vent system works to maintain an oil system pressure
sufficient to assure engine oil Ooo.vs similar to oil flow at sea level.
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VENT SYSTD-1

COMPONENTS.
Components included in the vent system are a breather pressurizing valve, a
centrifugal type air-oil separator, and all external lines.
External Lines.
Ex'ternal lines interconnect each bearing compartment to the oil lank and main
accessory gearbox.
Air-Oil Separator.
The air-oil separator is a.
centrifugal device useC! to
remove oil particles from
the air. It is located in the
gearbox and driven by the
fuel pwnp drive shaft.

AIR-OIL SEPARATOR IMPELLER

I

Breather Pressurizing Valve.
The breather pressurizing
valve is located on the left
rear side of the gearbox.
It contains an aneroidoperated valve and a springloaded relief valve.
At sea level, the valve is
fully open to vent the
system to atmosphere.
With increasing altitude,
ROTARY BREATHER
the aneroid bellows expands
gradually closing off the
vent lo abnosphere. The
valve will reach a fully
closed position at an
altitude of approximately
30, 000 feet. The springloaded relief valve acts as a pressure relief for the entire breather system and
will open if the pressure differential exceeds approximately 7 PSID.
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The ~o. 1 bcnrmg is vented by means of :l tr!lnsfer tube through the 1 o'clnc'k
inlet guide vane to a fitting on the outer case. A line connects the lx·nring
comp!lrtmcnl !o tbc top of the oil tank. Th!' vent line tees !lt the top of tbe oil
tank and runs aft along the top of the en:;nne to a fitting on the lntormedi!lte case.
The annulus in the intc nnediate case se rvcs as a common vent manifold for the
~o. 2, 21/2, :l, 4, 41/2, and5beannr;s.
The No. 2, 2 1/2, and:: beanng comp::trtmems in the intermed1au: case vent to
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Lhc annulus. At approximately 11 o' c lock. the vent line from the diffuser tees
into the intermediate case and continues forward to the engine oil tank .

•

No. -! and 5 bearings vent through an external line attached on the diffuser case
in the 12 o'clock position. The cx~rnal line -runs forward to the intermediate
case.
The No. 4 1/2 bearing vent is common to the No. 4 and 5 bearing vents. An
exception in this-=se is that the vent is through boles in the N2 turbine shaft.
The vent then follows the same path o.s did vent for the No. 4 and 5 bearings.
The No. 6 bearing area has two possible paths for venting:
One is directly through the scavenge system. Since the output capacity of the
scavenge pump is greater than oil inlet supply, some air will be scavenged
back to the accessory gearbox along with the oil.
The second vent provision is through the No. 4 1/2 bearing oil pressure tubes
(trumpet tubes). The jet tube that feeds oil into the distribution chamber is not
tight on the sleeve. Air in this area can enter the distribution chamber and flow
into the trumpet tubes along with bearing lubrication oil. _ Because the tubes
taper outward and forward toward the bearing, centrifugal force, rather than the
oil pressure, moves the o il out to the No. 4 1/2 bearing. The breather air
follows this same path. When the air reaches the No. 4 1/2 bearing, it is vented
out into the inner combustion chamber inner liner and the turbine shaft. It then
follows the same path as vent air for No. 4 and 5 bearings.
Each of the separate bearing compartments and oil tank vent directly to the gearbox. The common overboard vent from the accessory gearbox is through the
rotary breather. TIH~ majority of the oil particles in the breather system is
separated from the air. Breather air leaving the separator is vented overboard
through the pressurizing valve. Purpose of the breather pressurizing vnlve has
been previously discussed. From the valve, a large overboard line runs to the
bottom of the engine where vent pressure is relieved clear of the nacelle.
ENGINE FUEL SYSTEJ';l.
The JT3D (TF33- P- 7) fuel system and fuel control provides fuel to the fuel
nozzles at the proper pressures and flow rates to maintain correct engine
operation under all operating conditions.
The fuel system for each JT3D engine is identical and each consists of a
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combination of the following units. Units are listed in the order of fuelflow :
o

Firewall Shutoff Valve

o

Engine Low Pressure Warning Switch

o

Dual-Element Engine Driven Fuel Pwnp

o

Engine Pwnp-Out Pressure Switch

o

Fuel Heater

o

Fuel Filter

o

Filte: Bypass Pressure Switch

o

Fuel Shutoff Actuator

o

Fuel Control

o

Fuel Flow- meter

o

Fuel-Oil Cooler

o

Pressurizing and Dump Vo.lve

o

Fuel Manifold

o

Fuel Nozzles

SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS.
Fuel from the wing tanks flows under pressure to the engine, passing through the
manually controlled firewall shutoff valve. TiliS valve is located on the forward
face of the front wing main beam.
The firewall shutoff valve is a sliding gate type, mechanically operated valve.
The valve is controUed through cable linkage by the fire handle in the cockpit.
Located on the firewall shutoff valve housing on engine feed lines 1 and 2 only
are temperature bulbs. These bulbs monitor the temperature of the fuel going
into the engines. A single gauge located on the fuel management panel indicates
fuel temperature in degrees centigrade. A selector switch is used. perm ilting
selective indication for either inboard or outboard feed lines.
Fuel passes down the engine feed line, located on the front beam of the engine
pylon, to a quick disconnect fitting at the engine forward cowl support. From
this fitting, the fuel line passes down the left side of the engine intermediate
case directly Into the dual element engine driven fuel pwnp.
At this point, inlet fuel pressure is sensed by the engine low pressure warning
VOL. ll
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switch. This switch controls the PRESS LOW warning light on the flight engineer's fuel management panel (one for each engine). There is also one light on
the pilot's annunciator panel Oontrolled by the same switch.

'

The engine low pressure warning switch is mounted on the fuel pump housing. A
tee fitting on the pump housing allows the fuel pressure to be sensed by the lowpressure w.arning switch and also supplies pressure for one side of the engine
PUMP OUT differential ,pressure switch. The LOW PRESS warning switch is
set at 12 P.siA: ~Tbis setting is lower than atmospheric pressure at sea level;
therefore the switch will remain open while the aircraft is on the ground. During
flight, however, if fuel inlet pressure drops below 12 PSIA the switch contacts
close and the warning lights illuminate.
·
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FUEL PUMP.
The fuel pump is a dual-element unit mounted on the forward left hand side of
the main accessory drive gearbox. The pump is driven at a ratio of 0. 708 to 1
of N2 Compressor RPM. The pump assembly Includes a centrifugal impeller
pumping element; a bypass valve; a 40-mesh, 10-micron, self-relieving filter;
a positive displacement gear type pumping element; and a high-pressure relief
valve.
The two elements in the pump are driven by a common shaft. The centrifugal
impeller acts as a boost pump for the high pressure element. The bypass valve
between the two pumps allows fuel flow to the high pressure element if the boost
stage fails. The bypass valve is spring-loaded to the closed position, and, if
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input pressure to the impeller rises approximately 5 PSI above the output of the
impeller boost pump, the bypass valve will open porting fuel to the high pressure
pump.
Fuel from the impeller boost pump flows through external lines to the fuel heater
and fuel filter and then on into the the hlgh- pressure stage of the pump. At the
inlet to the high pressure pump is a self-relieving filter. The filter assembly is
actually a filter within a filter. The larger outer filter is a 40- mesh type which
houses a 10-micron inner filter element. If the filter element should become
clogged and a differential pressure of approximately 60 PSID builds up, the relief
valve opens allowing fuelflow to continue on to the gear type pump.
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The gear - type pump is designed to deliver a flow capacity regardless of the
pressure demands. For example, the normal flow capacity is 19,000 PPH at
a discharge pressure of 1 OOO.PSI. In order to relieve pump output pressure,
a high-pt·essure relief valve is ~nnected between the input and output ports.
The valve is spring-loaded and is preset to open at 1050 PSL If pump output
pressure rises above 1050 PSI the valve will begin to open and bypass fuel back
to the inlet of the gear pump.
The ENGI!:iE 'P UMP ou'r PRESSURE swi, J is a differential pressure switch. It
is located on a bracket mounted to the compressor intermediate case.

28v DC

~MAIN

BUS

ENG FUEL AND LOW
BOOST PRESSURE
WARNING ll GHT

INLET PRESSURE

®
cr:~lt

PUMP OUT
OUTLET PRESSURE

~

PUMP OUT
SWITCH

The switch senses inlet pressure to the boost pump and. output pressure from the
boost pump. If output pressure drops to a value of 10 ± 2 PSI higher than the
input pressure the contacts will close illuminating the warning light on the flight
engineer's fuel panel. One light is provided for each engine. The warning light
will go out if output pressure from the boost pump reaches an approxim:tte value
of 15 ± 2 PSI higher than input pressure.
Fuel leaving the engine-driven boost pump passes through the fuel heater and
fuel filter before entering the high-pressure engine-driven fuel pump. The fuel
heater is a radi:ttor type heat exchanger. It is mounted on the left-hand side of
the Nl compressor re:1r case.
FUEL HEATER.
Fuel passing through the heater during engine operation is heated by engine bleed
air when the hot air is circulated through the core of the radiator. Airflow
through the heater is controlled by a motor-operated valve. When the valve is
opened, hot bleed air from the Outside Diameter (0. D. ) ports on the diffuser
case is allowed to enter the heater core.
The control for the valve is a fuel heater switch, one for each engine, located
on the flight engineer's fuel managemeo• panel. A light is also provided for
indicating valve operation on each engine.
Fuel heat should be used when fuel temperature is below O"C. Heat should also
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be used anytime ice is suspected in the fuel or when a fuel filter bypass light
illuminates.
FUEL FILTER.
From the fuel heater, fuelflow is directly into the fuel filter. The filter is a
10-micron, disposable paper element, contained in a large canister mounted
under the heater on the left side of the Nl compressor rear case. All the fuel
will norm:.lly pass through the filter, except when the filter becomes clogged.
If clogging occurs, a built-in bypass valve opens allowing fuel to flow on to the
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high- pressure pwnp.
12 PSID builds up.

This valve is set to open when a differential pressure of

•
Indication of filter bypass is in ~form of a light on the llight engineer's fuel
management panel. The light is controlled by a differential pressure switch
located on the top left hand side of the filter canister. lf a dilferential pressure
of S PSID between the inlet and outlet ports of the filter exists, the switch contacts
close, completing a ground for the light.
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Located at the bottom of the canister filter housing is a water drain plug. Fuel
leaVing the filter assembly flows back into the high-pressure pwnp. From the
pwnp, an external line carries the fuel under the engine to the inlet of the fuel
control.
Located on the fuel control at the inlet line from the fuel pwnp is a fuel shutoff
valve. The shutoff valve is actuated by the fuel shutoff actuator motor, which
controls fuelflow to the engine. The actuator motor is controlled by the FUEL
AND START IGNITION switch. This switch is located on the pilot's overhead
panel. There is one switch for each engine. Fuel flows into the metering
section of the fuel control from the shutoff valve.
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FUEL CONTROL.
The fuel control is a fuelflow metering unit which controls engine power in all
operating conditions. Control is P{ovided in-both forward and reverse power
ranges. The control Is an engine-driven, hydromechanical unit. It is located
on the forward right-hand side of the main accessory gearbox. Two levers are
provided on_ each fuel control: One is a manually operated power lever for
selecting engi'!e thrust II) the full range from reverse to takeoff power. (It is
servo-operated'wnen AWLS is installed.) The other is the shutoff lever controlled by the fuel shutoff actuator motor. Also Included in the fuel control Is a
solenoid valve which provides fuel enrichment for cold weather starting.
The fuel control schedules fuel to th.e engine to control steady-state RPM; to
maintain a constant turbine Inlet temperature for each position of the throttle;
to prevent over-temperature and compressor "stall" during starting and acceleration; to pretrent flame-out during deceleration; and to reschedule for a
change in ambient air pressure. The fuel control accomplishes all of this by
signals from the following sensors:

SENSOR & LOCATION

PURPOSE

Pt 0

Ambient pressure
forward engine
py Ion inboard side

Reflects ambient pressure
at fuel control

Pb 4

Burner pressure No.
4 combustion can

Reflects airflow in
combustion section

RPM

Flyweights in
control

Monitors speed of N2
compressor rotor

PLA

Power lever angle
throttle in cockpit

Power requirements by
throttle position

For understanding operation, the fuel control may be considered as consisting of
a fuel metering system and a computing system. The metering system regulates
pump discharge fuel to provide the engine thrust output demanded by the pilot but
is subject to engine operating limitations as sensed and scheduled by the computing
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system. The computing system senses and combines various operational conditions to govern the output of the metering system during all ranges of engine
operation.
METERING SYSTEM. The fuel control's primary metering system consists of
the following components:
o

Fuel Filter

o

Pressure Regulating Valve

o

Throttle Valve

o

•

. Minimum Pressure and Shutoff Valve

The fuel control secondary or fuel enrichment system consists of the following
components:
o

Solenoid Valve

o

Auxiliary Throttle Valve

o

Fuel Enrichment Metering Valve

Fuel from the pump enters the fuel control at a dual-filter assembly. The filter
consists of a 80-mesh screen and a fine, 40-micron filter. The 80-mesh filter
prevents large contaminants from passing through the metering system. The
40-micron filter prevents the computing system from being clogged by smaller
particles. A filter relief valve allows fuel to bypass the 80-mesh screen if it
becomes clogged. The 40-micron filter is a self-cleaning type. It is constantly
washed by fuelflow across it. The main flow of fuel goes out of the 40-micron
filter to the pressure regulating valve, throttle valve, and fuel enrichment valve.
The pressure regulating valve maintains a constant differential pressure across
the throttle valve, assuring accurate fuel metering during all flow conditions.
Fuel in excess of that required to maintain the pressure differential is bypassed
back to the inlet of the high-pressure pump. A pressure regulating servo-sensor,
which is part of the pressure regulating system, is provided to prevent any change
in the pressure differential across the throttle valve due to changes in the amounts
of fuel being bypassed. The sensor measures the actual pressure differential
across the throttle valve opening. It compares this differential with the desired
pressure differential and hydraulically positions the main pressure regulating
valve spring reset piston. The result is a change in spring force on the bypass
valve.
The sensor also compensates for density changes due to fuel temperature
variations. As fuel temperature increases, the volume weight decreases, and
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the sensor resets the pressure rcgulalin~t valve spring reset piston to decrease
the fuel being bypassed. This action results in a greater pressure drop :~cross
the throttle valve, thus allowing increased flow of metered fuel.
The throttle valve does all the metering of the fuel going to the fuel nozzles.
Throttle valve is made up of n contoured plunger within the knife-edged ortficc.
Because of the constant differential pressure or pressure drop maintained across
the valve, fuelllow is regulated by moving the plunger in and out of the orifice.
A hydromechanical servo moves the plunger tn and out of the orifice to assure
proper fuelflow according to the combina tion of the following signnls:
o
o
o

Ambient Pressure - Pt
. Burner pressure -

o

Pb 4

Throttle setting - PLA

The last component in the flow of metered fuel fran the throttle valve is the
minimum pressure and shutoff valve. The valve is a plunger type, spring-loaded
to the closed position. It maintains minimum pressure inside the fuel control by
the spr ing on the closed side of the valve opposing metered fuel pressure on the
open side. The valve begins to open when metered pressure reaches 130 to 150
PSI. This assures sufficient pressure for operating the servos and valves at
low flow conditions. During low metered fuelflow conditions. the spring positions
the valve proportionally to meter fuel pressure. The valve also incorporates a
damping valve and orifice which prevents rapid movement of the minimwn presure nnd shutoff v:i.Ive in the open direction. During engine shutdown, the sequencing val ve will port fuel control inlet pressure to the spring side of the valve,
ensuring position shutoff.
The fuel enrichment is used to supply extra fuel to primary flow from the throttle
valve during starting under cold weather conditions. This fuel.llow is added by
energizing the fuel enrichment solenoid valve. The solenoid valve is controlled
by the FUEL ENRICHMENT switch located in the flight station on the pllot's
overhead start panel. One guarded sw1tch controls all four enrichment valves.
Fuel enrichment should be used only when outside temperature is below freezmg
or anytime, during starting, if JP-5 fuel is used.
When the solenoid valve is opened, fuel control inlet pressure is directed to the
auxiliary throttle valve. The auxiliary throttle valve is a spring- operated
regulating type valve. Spring pressure positions the valve to the closed position.
The main throttle valve, by mechanical li.nkage, positions the auxiliary throttle
valve to the open position. With the auxiliary throttle valve in the open position,
fuel wUI flow through the metering valve and into the main metered fuelllow
passage between the throttle valve and the mmlmwn pressure and shutoff valve.
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The metering valve consists of an o rifice and a metering rod. The metering rod
is adjusted to meter extra fuel required for starting the engine during coldweather conditions. The metering valve meters fuel when the auxiliary throttle
valve is full open. This condition occurs at the begiMing of the start cycle when
the main throttle valve is in the minim urn now condition. As engine speed increases, the main throttle valve moves to increase fuelflow and the auxiliary
throttle valve moves to decrease now. The auxiliary throttle valve decreases
fuelflow at constant rate until the engine speed has reached approximately .t, 000
RPM. At this speed, the main throttle va.lve has moved to open far enough to
allow the spring to close the auxiliary throttle valve. The engine accelerates to
idle RPM as scheduled by the main throttle valve position. Fuellluw for engine
starting without fuel enriclunent is scheduled by the main throttle valve.
The sequencing valve is a multi-port, piston-type valve operated by the fuel
control shutoff lever. This valve has three ft.nctions: First. when the shutoff
lever moves to the open position, the sequencing v::live replaces ru~l contml inlet pressure w1th pump interstage (bypass) pressure on the spring side of the
minimum pressure and shutoff va.tve. This a.:tion allows metered cuel p;:essure
to open the valve. Second, the valve inco~·p<wates a windmill bypa .• s :eatm·e,
providing a run-around system for the fuel pump and fuel control \. hen the engine
is shutdown but still turning. This featun. bleeds metered fuel prc:ssurc lo fuel
control case pressure, causing an incr~as~ in differential pressure across the
throttle valve. The increase in differential pressure across the throttle "alve is
sensed by the pressure regulating valv~, causing the pressure regula! ln!; valve
to move to the maximum bypass positicn. Third, the sequencing \'alvt: C!lntrols
the dump valve located in Lhe pressurizinJ; and dwnp valve assembiv. With the
fuel control shutoff lever in the run position. the valve :ll!ows fuel cuntn•l inlet
pressure to close the dump valve. When the fuel control lever is en the e~utoff
position, the sequencing valve ports the dump valve pressure to the fuel :-:ontrol
case pressure, allowing the dump valve to open. The fuel control :;llutoff lever
has a 90-degree travel irom the stop or shutoff position to the run <>r open
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position. The fuel cout~·ol s hutoff len:r positions the seqnt:nCtn!; l':livc functions
at the following degrees of trave l:

•

THE COMPUTING SYSTEM. The corr.~.>utin:; system of the fuel control receives
signals from the ambient pressure p~o:.>!: IPt 0), burner pressure probe (Pb),
speed governor (RPM) , :lnd throttle ;Jos'ticn (PLA- power lever a."lj::!e) and
resolves these signals into one resultam throttle valve position. Tl:is assures
a correct ratio of fueli1ow to burner preo.;su:·e.
Burner pressure indicates the actual pre:;su1·e of the air passing th::-.:mgh the
engine. A steel tube routes combustio'l :.:ha:-.1ber pressure (Pb) from the ~:o. 4
combustion can directly into the fuel ·: nntr ol. The burner pressure signal enters
the fuel control and is internally pru·teci to tl:e main burner pressurt. bellows and
the burner pre ssure luniter assembl·:. The main burner pressurtl i>ellows,
which is a metallic pressure sensing hf'liows . maintains a force on the burner
pressure lever, proportional to absolute pressure in the engine combustion
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section. The burner pressure limiter operates to vent the Pb signal to atmosphere if burner pressure exceeds 255 PSIA. The main burner pressure bellows
is exposed to the Pb signal and is connected through a pivoted lever to an
evacuated bellows, of equal size, and to the pivoted burner pressure lever. The
evacuated bellows assures absolute burner pt·essure sensing and serves as a
fail-safe device. The fail-safe feature operates if the main sensing bellows
ruptures. A ruptured main sensing bellows allows burner pressure to enter the
sealed chamber and to act on the evacuated bellows. This action gives essentially the same force on the burner pressure lever as did the main bellows.
The main sensing bellows compresses or expands with a change in burner
pressure. This change in burner pressure causes a net force change, which
is proportional to absolute burner pressure, to be transmitted through the burner
pressure lever system to th'e ratio rollers. Any change in the force on the ratio
rollers causes an unbalancing of the multiplying lever. Unbalancing the multiplying lever causes the throttle valve servo piston to move in the direction
necessary to rebalance the multiplying lever.
The multiplying lever controls the position of the throttle valve servo piston by
increasing or decreasing the servo pressure bleed rate. The normal bleed rate
allows servo pressure, acting on the large side of the servo piston, to be reduced, resulting in a force equal to the force exerted by fuel inlet pressure
which, in turn, is acting on the other side of the piston. When the normal servo
pressure bleed rate is established, the forces across the multiplying lever are
balanced. The multiplying lever is balanced by the ratio roller force on the left
side and the throttle servo feedback spring on the right side.
If the force of the ratio rollers should change, the force balance of the multi-

plying lever is upset. This causes the multiplying lever to move in the direction
of force balance upset, causing a change in the bleed rate of throttle servo
pressure, A change in throttle servo pressure allows the throttle servo piston
to move in the direction of less force. The piston moves until the throttle servo
feedback spring rebalances the multiplying lever. With the multiplying lever
rebalanced, the normal servo bleed rate is re-established and the servo piston
and throttle valve are at a different setting.
The multiplying lever controls the throttle valve servo pressure bleed rate, but
a pressure ratio regulator controls the servo pressure applied to the throttle
valve servo piston.
A pressure ratio regulator is located just above the throttle valve in the pressure
line for the throttle valve servo unit. The pressure ratio regulator is a hydraulically operated, normally balanced, sliding valve. It increases the sensitibity
of the multiplying lever so that a very small lever movement provides a large
servo pressure change, causing an increase in travel of the throttle valve servo
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ptston. In conjunction with the balance nozzle on the upper end of the multiplying
lever, the ratio regulator compensates for control inlet and case pressure
changes. Should the multlply¥1g lever move and change servo pressure on the
throttle valve servo piston, the s~e chang~ in servo pressure is applied to one
side of the pressure ratio regulator. This change in pressure on one side of the
regulator causes the regulator sliding vnlve to be repositioned and to increase
or decrease the throttle valve servo pressure more than that caused by the
multiplying 1eyer alone .
..,
•
-

..

In the burner pressure sensing system, the position of the throttle vnlve is

determmed by the force of the burner pressure lever acting on the ratio rollers.
As the ratio rollers move vertically, they are closer or farther away from the
multiplying lever pivot point. Thus, the net force exerted by the burner pressure
lever is vnried by the actlUl.l position of the ratio rollers. Movement of the ratio
rollers is controlled by a combirultion of RPM, PLA, and ambient pressure.
Engine speed is monitored by a speed-sensing governor unit. The unil assembly
consists of a pair of flyweights and a spring-loaded pilot valve. The flyweights
sense N2 compressor speed. During operation, flyweight speed generates a
force opposite to the pilot valve spring force. The speed sensing governor pilot
valve hydraulically controls the position of a speed sensing servo piston. When
N2 speed changes, the flyweight force varies and the pilot valve is positioned to
port high-pressure fuel to the top or to the top and bottom of the speed servo
piston. This results in an exact position of the speed servo piston for every N2
speed. As the speed servo piston position changes, it changes the force of the
pilot valve spring to equal the force of the flyweights through a mechanical feedoock lever. If N2 speed increases, the increased speed of the flyweights moves
the pilot valve upward. This posttion of the pilot valve then allows servo pressure
from the bottom side of the speed sensing servo ptston to relieve to case pressure.
Fuel control inlet pressure is ported to the top stdc of the piston, movtn!:; the
servo piston down. As the servo ptston moves down, the fee.lback lever moves
down. increasing pilot valve spring fore.... The servo piston mo,·es down unttl
the pilot valve spring force overcomes the increased .flyweight force and the
pilot valve is moved back to a null position. The null position of the pilot v:llve
maintains servo piston pressure so that the speed sensing servo stays In the new
position.
The speed sensing servo piston is mechanically connected to the acccler:ltion
limiting cam and droop lever and adjusts the position of the idle reset lever.
Any change in the vertical position of the servo piston affects the first two units
simultaneously. The Idle reset lever is affected when the piston reaches its
maxil:num upward position.
The acceleration limiting cam is positioned by the speed sensing servo. The cam
establishes a maximum fuclflow for acce leratlon. A rack on the servo piston
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meshes with a gear segment on the three-dimensional acceleration limiting cam.
providing the speed signal for acceleration limiting. A vertical movement of the
speed sensing servo piston rotates the acceleration cam. Maximum acceleration
•
schedule of fuelflow to burner pressure versus engine speed is established by
limiting the downward movement~ the ratio rollers. The downward travel of
the ratio rollers is limited by the maximum acceler:ltion schedule stop. This
stop, through mechanical linkage, reflects the contour of the acceleration
limiting cam. The maximum acceleration schedule permits engine accelerations
which avoid tlie...o.ver-temperature and surge limits of the engine without compromising the-acceleration time.
The droop lever is actuated by the speed sensing servo piston. The droop lever
positions the ratio rollers relative to engine speed through mechanical Unkage.
The droop lever Is attached on the right end to the speed sensing servo piston
and pivots on the trim follower lever roller. The left end of the droop lever is
inserted into ~ slot in the droop cam. As the speed servo piston moves down,
the droop lever pivots about the roller, causing the droop cam to rotate counterclockwise. Slope of the droop cam is such that this rotation moves the ratio
lever upward. Reverse action occurs as the piston moves upward. The ratio
lever is pi voted at the left end and coupled to the r:ltio rollers on the right end.
As the ratio lever is moved by the droop cam, the ratio rollers move up or down
and change the ratio of fuel to air by increasing or decreasing fuelflow.
The third unit positioned by the speed servo piston Is the idle reset lever. A
cam on the speed servo piston rotates the backlash spring when the position of
the speed servo piston represents an engine speed below idle to zero. Tension
of the backlash spring rotates the idle reset lever. Rotating this lever positions
the left end of the ratio lever up. Moving the left end of th.e ratio lever up allows
the ratio roller to move down, increasing fuelflow. The idle reset link:1ge causes
the ratio rollers to remain 10 contact With the maximum acceleration stop to a
higher engine speed. This provision allows more fuelflow toward the end of the
start cycle, thus reducing the possibility of a bung start. As engine speed increases to idle, the speed servo piston continues to move downward. The Idle
reset lever allows the spring on the left end of the ratio lever to position the left
end downward. The spring holds the left end of the ratio lever down and the
position of the ratio rollers is then governed by the droop cam.
During engine operation with a fixed throttle setting, should the engine overspeed,
the governor flyweight force unbalances the feedback lever force on the governor
pilot valve, causmg the pilot valve to move up. As the pilot valve moves up, servo
pressure under the speed servo piston Is relieved to fuel control case pressure,
and fuel control inlet pressure Is ported to the top of the servo piston. The higher
pressure on top of the servo piston moves It down. This downward movement
causes the droop lever to pivot on the trim follower lever roller, rotating the
droop cam in a counterclockwise direction. The counterclockwise rot:lllon of the
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droop cam lifts the ratio luver and, in turn, causes the ratio rollers to move
upward. As the ratio rollers move up, they move nearer to the pivot of the
multtplyi.n g lever. This changes the force balance on the multiplytn~o: liver.
giving the throttle servo spring force more leverage. The multiphtnG lev.:r
moves to the left, increasing the bleed orifice and decreasing servo pressure on
the throttle servo piston. The servo piston and throttle valve moves to thl! right,
decreasing fuel.flow and feedback spring force. As feedback spring torce decreases, the multiplying lever moves back to the right, decreasing the sot·vo
pressure bleed until the forces are rebalanced across the multiplying lever. At
the same time the speed servo piston was moving down, the governor feedback
lever was resetting the governor spring force to equal the increased fiywetght
force. This action repositiOned the governor pilot valve to control the movement
of the speed sensing servo P.lston movement, fuel.flow was decrea!>c<! and N2 was
restored to the original 'steady-state speed.
When the throttle position is changed in the cockpit, the fuel contNI ~cnses the
power lever angle (PLA) and schedules the desired fuel to the engi:l<:. The throttle
can be operated from idle, forward for forward thrust, or rearward for reverse
thrust. The throttle signal enters the fuel control through the power lever, which
Is attached to a shaft supporting the speed set cam. The speed set cam is rotated
by power lever movement. Rotation of the speed set cam moves th.: speed set
lever and the trim follower lever, thus ratsing or lowering the pivot pomt of the
troop lever. Throttle movement affects the position of the droop lever pivot
point only. With a slight movement of the throttle toward an increased power
setting. the speed. set cam rotates so that the speed set cam follower drops,
lowering the pivot point of the trim follower lever. This action allows the lower
roller on the trim follower lever to roll down the trim adjust plate, causing the
droop lever pivot roller to move down. Moving the droop lever down rotates the
droop cam clockwise, causing a downward movement of the ratio rollers and an
increased fuel.flow. The increased fuelflow increases engine speed, thereby increasing thrust. The speed set cam is contoured to schedule an increase 10 fuelflow when the throttle Is retarded beyond idle Into reverse, the same as when the
throttle is moved !rom idle to a forward thrust setting. The flat position of the
speed set cam is the idle, or minimum power, setting. This flat portion allows
throttle movement in the idle range without an increase in fuelflow.
Ambient air pressure is ported into the fuel control to a pressure-sensin~ servo
assembly. This signal Is used to reset fuelflow scheduling with changes in
altitude. As altitude Increases, the ambient pressure signal, throuc;h appropriate
llnkllge and cams, causes the steady- state engine speed to increase and resets
the maximum acceleration schedule. Because of the decreased air density this
speed and acceleration reset feature is necessary to maintain the correct fuelair ratio.
The pressure-sensing servo assembly consists o£ an evacuated bellows and a
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spring-loaded piston exerting opposing forces on a pivoted lever. As pressure
increases in the sensor chamber, the evacuated bellows contacts and the lever
pivots in a clockwise direction. When altitude increases, pressure in the
sensor ch:unber decreases causing the bellows to expand and ptvot the lever in
the cOlmterclockwise direction. The lever performs two functions: First, it
actuates a flapper valve, which controls servo pressure acting on one side of a
servo piston. Second, it maintains spring tension on the servo piston, thus
ensuri.Jlg a proper force-balance across the servo piston. As amiJient pressure
increases, the lever movement closes the flapper valve, causing servo pressure
to i.Jlcrease. As servo pressure i.Jlcreases, the servo piston moves to the right
against fuel control inlet pressure. As the piston moves, the sprmg force on the
lever increases, moving the lever back to the original position. This movement
causes the flapper valve to open, allowing servo pressure to decrease. This decrease limits the servo piston movement proportionally to the changed ambient
pressure.
A pivoted cam translating lever is attached to the ambient pressure servo piston.
The lever transmits servo piston movement to the speed set cam and the acceleration limiting cam. If ambient pressure increases, the servo piston movement
to the right causes the speed set cam and acceleration limiting cam to move to
the left. This movement of the speed set cam repositions the speed set lever,
trim follower lever, droop lever, and the droop cam. The movement of the
droop cam moves the ratio lever and rollers upward, reducing the amount of
fuelflow increase that the burner pressure sensor ls scheduling. Simultaneously,
the acceleration l!mitlng c:un is moved to the left causing the maximum accelerstop to move up. The movement of this stop provides more movement of the
ratio rollers at lower ambient pressures. This action is necessary to establish
the same rates of fuelflow duri.Jlg acceleration at altitude. Function of this
system is min or at sea level and low altitudes.
During engine operation, there is a continuous flow of fuel through the valves and
orifices into the case of the fuel control. The case in connected into the inlet of
the engine driven fuel pump through a pressure drain valve. The fuel contr ol
case contains fuel under all operating conditions. The drain pressure valve is
normally open, but does maintain a case pressure slightly higher than pump inlet pressure.
Two adjustments are provided on the JFC25-18 fuel control. These a r e idle trim
speed and maximum power trim speed. The adjustment screws change the
effective droop cam position with respect to the speed set cam position. This is
accomplished by the adjustments rotating the trim follower lever about the pivot
point on the left end of the speed set lever. The effect of this inside the fuel
control is the same as a slight throttle movement.
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FUELFLOW TRANSMITTER.
A fuelflow transmitter, installed between the fuel control and the fuel-oil cooler,
Is located on the right-hand side~ the compressor's intermediate case.
The system uses mass flow measurement to indicate fuel comswnptlon in poundsper-hour. There Is one fuelfiow Indicator unit on the pilot's center Instrument
panel and flight engineer's engine instrument panel. Each unit contains four,
tape-type Wdi¢-:rtors, one for each engine. A complete discussion of the fuelflow
trnnsmitter and indicator system is included under engine indicating systems.
FUEL-OIL COOLER.
Fuel leaving the fuelflow transmitter Is directed Into the fuel-type oil cooler.
The cooler is mounted on the right-hand side of the N2 compressor case, just
above the compressor bleed valve. A discussion of the fuel-oil cooler is covered
under the engine lubricating system.
FUEL PRESSURIZING AND DUMP VALVE.
Fuelflow leaving the fuel-oil cooler is directed down tli& right-hand side of the
engine to the bottom of the diffuser case. The P&D valve is located on the
d!Uuser case in the 6 o'clock position. The P&D valve assembly consists of a
fuel inlet check valve, a self relieving filter, n manifold dump valve, and a
pressurizing valve. The fuel Inlet check valve in the inlet prot prevents fuel
drainage from the fuel-oil cooler during engine static conditions. The valve is
spring-loaded closed but requires an inlet pressure of 8 to 10 PSI to open. The
200-mesh fuel inlet screen filters all the fuel before Its entry mto the primary
and secondary marufolds. If the filter should become clogged, a differential
pressure buildup of 10 to 20 PSID opens the built-in relief valve, bypassing fuel
directly into the primary and secondary manifolds.
The manifold dump valve is a two-sided, nylon-disk, poppet valve that is springloaded to the open position. The dump valve drains the primary fuel manifold
during engine shutdown. Opposing the spring tension Is a piston which receives
pressure from the fuel control during engine starting and operating conditions.
When the fuel and start ignition switch is placed in the "ON" position, the sequencing valve movement opens a port which directs fuel pressure from the
engtne-driven pwnp through the fuel control and to the piston side of the dump
valve. The fuel pressure overrides the spring tension and the dump valve Is
closed. After the dump valve closes, the fuel pressure in the pressurizing and
dump valve assembly aids in keeping the dump valve closed. When the engine is
shutdown, the fuel pressure to the piston side of the dump valve Is cutoff. Pressure in the primary manifold keeps the dump valve seated until the fuel pressure
In the manifold dt-creases to a value below the minimum operating pressure.
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The pressurizing valve schedules fuel to the s econdary fuel manifold during high
power settings. The valve consists of a stepped-area piston and cylinder assembly. It is normally spring-lo&ded to the closed position. With the v::tlve closed,
burner pressure from the combullllion chambers is directed to the spring side of
the valve. To open the valve and allow fuel to flow into the secondary fuel manifold, the fuel pressure has to reach a point approximately 250 PSI higher than
the spring tension and burner pressure, which is vented through the secondary
manifold. When fuel pressure reaches t!his point, the valve opens and fuel flows
through raljjai'S'l'l>ts in the valve assembly and into the secondary manifold. When
the power requirement is reduced, the fuel pressure reduces, causing the valve
to close.
FUEL MANIFOLD AND FUEL NOZZLES.

The fuel manifold is a split type with a right and left-hand section. Each half of
the manifold, made up of a tube within a tube, leads into four spray nozzle
clusters. Each nozzle cluster has a pair of concentric tubes in lt. These tubes
tap into the manifold tubes, and each one of the pair feeds three nozzles. The
outer tube carries the primary fuel. The secondary fuel is carried in the inner
tube. Main reason for this arrangement is that primary fuel flowing around the
secondary manifold keeps the inner tube cool and elimillates coking of the
secondary fuel when the engine is hot and there is little or no flow in the secondary manifold.
The engine combustion section includes eight burner cans. Each can contains
six dual orifice spray nozzles. This means there are a total of 48 spray nozzles
per engine. There are two fuel outlets in each nozzle, a small center hole , and
a ring around the center hole. Primary fuel from the outer manifold tube is
directed into the center of the nozzle and sprayed out of the center hole of the
nozzle body. The secondary fuel sprays out of the ring around the center. This
is done so that during low fuelflow during idle or low power settings the fuel will
be broken up into a fine spray by being forced through the small center bole. The
larger outlet formed by the ring generates a fine spray on the large flow rate of
secondary fuel. Both orifices deliver fuel at higher power settings and fuelflow
rates, and their output is blended into a single spray.
Two screens are mounted in the rear of each nozzle: one for primary fuel and
the other for secondary fuel. The primary screen is a small cylindrical type,
and the secondary is a fiat, round, washer type. Transfer of fuel from the tubes
in the nozzle clusters is done by the nozzle body which contains internal passages.
The center nozzle passage connects to the outer tube and the outer nozzle passage
connects to the inner fuel tube. Each nozzle is held in place in the cluster by a
threaded nozzle cap and a tab washer. Holes around the nozzle cap wall admit
air for cooling and to aid in fuel vaporization.
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COMPRESSOR BLEED SYSTEM.
Compressor stall c:m range from a mild form with no sound or motion lo one
that causes a very loud noise. Stalls may be recognized by compressor pulsations felt through the ::tircr:1ft structure. St:1lls :1lso may sometimes only be
known by the in:ll.>i li ty of the engine to accelerate properly or by the engine decelerating when the throttle has not been moved.
Compressor stall is the breakdown or interruption of airflow through the compressor. Many conditions can cause compressor stall. Engine malfunctions,
faulty fuel controls, d:un:1ged components, and icing conditions are just a few of
the conditions which might cause a stall.
During acceler::~tion, if tuel is added too rapidly. high-pressure buildup in the
combustion chambers can cause a slowdown of air coming through the compressor
and cause a stall.
During deceleration, the N2 compressor slows down first because of its lighter
mass. If conditions are right, a stall can be produced by the N2, blocking the
airflow through the Nl compressor.
To minimize the tendency of a compressor stall, the compressor must be frequently "unloaded"·during ce rtain operating conditions. By reducing the pressure ratio across the compr essor during engine starting or deceleration, the
stall tendency is reduced. The JT3D (TF33) uses a compressor (unloading) bleed
system as described below to eleminate the possibility of compressor stall.
On the intermediate case, provisions are made for unloading the compressor
during starting and deceler::~tion. A 6-inch valve on the right side of the case is
used during starting and deceleration. On the left side is a 4. 75-inch valve that
operates during snap deceler::~tions only. These valves unload the twelfth stage
of the compressor. To control these two valves, there are two bleed valve
actuators, :1 pressure ratio bleed control, a bleed reset control, and an accumulator.

The compressor unloading system is operated by a pressure ratio control. The
ratio is between compressor inlet air pressure (Pt2), plus spring tension on one
side of a diaphr:un, against ninth-stage compressor air (Ps3) on the opposite side.
Actuation of the bleed valves is accomplished by sixteenth-stage air (Ps4) bled
from the diffuser case. The 6-inch bleed valve is controlled by the pressure
Ratio Bleed Control (PRBC) and its bleed valve actuator. The actuator and PRBC
are connected together both by tubing and mechanical linkage. The valve itself
if connected to a power piston in the actu:1tor. Movement of the power piston
opens or closes the valve. The power piston is spring-loaded to keep the valve
open; therefore a pressure has to overcome the spring tension to close the
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v::~lve. A pilot valve inside the actuator directs Ps 4 (sixteenth-stage air) to the
power piston for closing. This pilot valve directs PS4 to either the open or closed
side of the power piston depeJ¥ling on the differential pressure. The pilot valve
is controlled by the transfer v::~lv~ in the P:EU3C. The transfer valves are
mechanically connected to the transfer valve actuating diaphragm. As previously
mentioned, Pt2, plus spring tension, is felt against one face of the diaphragm and
Ps3 on the other side. With engine at static condition or low thrust, there is
equal pressilr.5! on both sides of the diaphragm. Spring tension then holds the
transfer valveirin a posllion to allow Ps4 to go to the open side of the power
piston. Sprtng tension aids in positioning the pilot valve to the open position.
With the pilot valve in the open position, Ps4 cannot be ported to the closed side
of the power piston sooner than desired. This keeps the 6-inch bleed valve open
until the engine accelerates to sufficient RPM to prevent compressor stall.

During snap decelerations, the 4 3/4-inch bleed valve is used and is controlled by
the PRBC and its bleed valve actuator. The two are connected by tubing. A
power piston inside the actuator opens and closes the valve, which is normally
spring-loaded closed. Air pressure (Ps4) has to overcome spring force to open
the valve. Airflow is directed to the piston by the pilot valve in the actuator.
Normally, the pilot valve is spring-loaded closed to direct air pressure to aid
spring pressure against the power piston to keep it cl~d during starting and
steady operation. During snap deceleration, pressure ported to the open side of
the pilot valve ports pressure to the open side of the power piston. This action
allows twelfth-stage air to be bled overboard to unload the compressor.
During starting and acceleration, Ps3 slowly increases. At a predetermined
point, Ps3 overrides Pt2 pressure plus the spring pressure. This action repositions the transfer valves and shuts off Ps4 to the open side of the pilot valve
in the 6-inch bleed valve actuator. This action allows Psi pressure to the bleed
reset control where it pressurizes both sides of a diaphragm in the reset control,
the close signal line to the 6-inch valve actuator, and the open and closed lines
of the 4 3/4- inch valve actuator. The pilot valve in the 6-inch valve is then
moved to the closed position, porting pressure (Ps4) to the closed side of the
powe1· piston to drive this valve closed as engine speed reaches idle or above.
With the Ps4 pressure to both the open and close sides of the pilot vnl ve of the
4 3/4-inch bleed valve, the valve remains closed because of spring tension on the
close side.
During deceleration, the raptd decay of Ps3 and Ps4 allows Pt2, plus spring
tension in the transfer valve actuating diaphragm, to override and reposition the
valves to close Ps4 supply to the bleed reset control. When the bleed reset
control senses this, the close signal line to both actuators is shut off and vented.
Since the pilot valve and power piston n o longer have Ps4 opposing spring pressure, the 6- inch valve opens. Opening of the 4 3/4-inch valve is accomplished
by the bleed reset control and accumulator. The accumulator pressure is ported
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COMPRESSOR BLEED VALVE OPERATING LIMITS

to the open side of the pilot valve by the reset control. When the pilot valve
moves to the open side, Ps4 is then directed to the open side of the power piston.
This action opens the 6-lnch bleed valve and unloads the compressor by allowing
twelfth-stage air to be dumped into the fan duct. The 6-inch valve remains open
until open signal pressure drops below 8 PSI higher than spring tension plus
pressure on the close side of the valve.
Mechanical linkage which connects the 6-inch valve to the actuator also connects
it to a reset valve in the PRBC. With the 6-inch valve closed, the reset valve is
open. When the 6-inch valve is open, the reset valve is closed. This allows the
opening and closing of the 6-inch valve at a predetermined point. Assuming the
power setting Is above this point, the valve is open. The reset valve is open.
When the power setting is d~ereased, the open reset valve allows Ps3 in the
PRBC to rapidly decrea!le. This allows instant operation and presents the predetermined point of opening and closing.
NACELLE AND ENGINE INLET ANTI-ICING SYSTEM.
Each engine inlet and nacelle is protected from ice formation by a pneumatic antiicing system. Thls system is composed of two separate sub-systems: a valve
and regulator for the nacelle inlet duct, and a second valve and regulator for the
compressor guide vanes In the engine. Both valves are controlled simultaneously
by an automatic lee detector or manually by a single switch (for each engine).
NACELLE ANTI-ICING SUB-SYSTEM.
The leading edge of the inlet duct to the engine bas hot-air, anti-icing as
mentioned above. The leading edge, or "lip," of the duct is constructed with an
inner and outer wall. Aft of the leading edge Is the aft manifold ring, which
connects to the lip by header tubes. This arrangement Is made necessary by the
incorporation of the auxiliary air Inlet doors which admit extra air to the engine
at low air speeds.
Bleed air is extracted from the sixteenth-stage outside diameter air system at
approximately 235 PSIA and 421 'C of the engine and brought through a shutoffregulator valve to the aft manifold ring. Air then flows fozward through the
header tubes to the lip of the inlet duct. A series of holes in the inner skin of
the Up allows the air to escape into the inlet of the engine.
A poppet-type regulator-shutoff valve, mounted on top of the N2 compressor,
supplies air to the nacelle Inlet duct at a pressure of 16 :1: 2 PSI. Components
of the valve lnclued a poppet and spring, actuating chamber and piston, solenoid
shutoU, filter, pressure regulator, and indlcntor light switch.
I

When the valve Is off, airflow is blocked by the poppet being held against Its seat
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by the poppet valve spring.

A po.ssagewny leads from upstre:un pressure to the
filter, the regulating valve orifice. nnd to the solenoid OI)E!ro.ted shutoff valve.
The filter is relieved when a differential pressure is felt across the filter.

From the filter, airflows to the presfurc r egulator orifice which is full open
whenever the valve is closed. From :he regulator, air goes to the solenoidoperated shutoff valve. When the ant'-icing svstcm is off, the solenoid is deenergized, blocking airflow to the actual ing ch:unber of the valve.
When the system is on, the solenoid is ent!rgized. opening a path of flow to the
actuating chamber o.nd piston. Pressure fe lt on the face of the piston moves the
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poppet against spring tension, thus opening the \•a lve. The anti-icmg light switch
cam will be forced outward, completing the anti-icing "on" indicating circuit to
the engine inlet valve switch which is in series with the switch.
When the poppet opens to allow pressure to the downstre:un side of the valve, an
orifice in the face of the poppet admits air to the actuating ch:unbcr of the pressure regulator. Pressure felt on the piston of l.he regulator tends to compress
the spring, n:l!"rowing the orifice leading to the poppet actuating chamber. As
this passage Is restricted, pressure going to the poppet actuator decreases. As
pressure decreases in the poppet actuator, the valve spring tends to drive the
poppet closed. As the poppet goes toward closed. downstream pressure is decreased. This decrease in pressure is fell through the face of the poppet to the
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piston of the pressure regulator. With dccrcascd pressure, the regulator spring
drives the regulator orifice toward full open. This action sends a higher pressure
to the poppet actuator ch.:unber, causing the poppet to drive toward open again.
The pressure regulator modulates as de scribed above to maintain a pressure of
16 ± 2 PSI to the inlet duct. Shutoff of the valve occurs in the reverse order of
opening.
Should the shutoff-regulator fail to function and pressure to rise to higher value,
another valve is used to prevent damage to U1e nacelle structure. This valve is
located immediately downstrerun from the shutoff-regulator valve and is called
the Nacelle Inlet Pressure Limiter Valve. This valve is normally full open and
operates toward the closed position only when pressure exceeds 40 PSI. Components of this valve consiit of a poppet and spring, actuator piston and chamber,
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pressure limiter assembly, filter, and a mechanical position indicator.
As stated above, this valve remains in the normally open position until the pressure reaches approximately 40 PSI. Upstream air flows across the poppet and
around it to the inlet duct. Part of this flow enters orifices in the face of the
poppet and is directed through the filter to the pressure limiter orifice. Below
40 PSI, this orifice is fully open, allowing air pressure to be felt on the spring
side of the nctuator piston. Downstream pressure is also being felt through an
orifice to the opposite side of this same piston. Since both pressure and areas
are equal, the spring holds the valve in the full open position.
Should pressure rise above -10 PSI, air passing through the pressure limiter
orifice causes the pressure limiter piston to begin compressing Its spring. As
the piston moves against spring tension, the limiter orifice is narrowed,
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decreasing the pressure felt on the spring side of the actuator piston. Since
downstream pressure is now greater on the opposite side of the actuator piston,
the poppet moves toward closed against spring tension.
As the poppet moves toward closed, downstream pressure is decreased. This
action allows the poppet valve spring to move the actuator piston and poppet toward the open position. The valve modulates in the above manner to maintain a
downstream pressure of approximately -10 PSI.
The inlet pressure limiter valve cannot close completely since the pressure
limiter orifice must continue to pass a high pressure against the face of the
pressure limiter piston. It is obvious that the limiter piston eventually cuts off
its own pressure sou.r ce al} the spring is compressed. Modulation toward closed
is adequate to maintain' a maximum pressure of 40 PSI as mentioned above.
ENGINE ANTI-ICING SUB-SYSTEM.
As mentioned previously, the engine inlet guide vanes and nose dome have hot air
anti-icing which operates simultaneously with the nacelle inlet duct system.
The nose dome has a double-skin construction which forms a cavity for air to flow
through during anti-icing operation. Each inlet guide vane is hollow to allow antiicing airflow. The case which supports the guide vanes at their outer periphery
and the case immediately aft of the vanes form a plenum for distribution of antiicing air. This also means that the outer periphery of the engine inlet case is
anti-iced as well as the guide vanes.
Airflow is as follows: siXteenth-stage outside diameter air is brought forward to
the outer case immediately aft of the inlet guide vanes. Air enters at two points
here and is distributed around the case and moves forward to the case supporting
the outer ends of the inlet guide vanes. Again, air is distributed throughout this
case, entering the inlet guide vanes at their outer ends. Air flows inward through
the inlet guide vanes to their inner support case where the air again is distributed
evenly around the support.
Air flows forward to the inside of the nose dome. The inner skin of the dome has
an outlet at its forward end to route the anti-icing air between the skins. Air
flows between the skins to be exhausted into the engine just forward of the dome
attach point.
Sixteenth-stage outside-diameter air for the above system is extracted from
approximately 11 o'clock on the diffuser. This air flows forward to a shutoff
valve and flow regulator mounted on the fan case.
The first unit in the path of flow is the flow regulator which is bolted directly to
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i

the butterfly-type shutoff v:llvc.
The flow regulator valve consists of :1 housmg, regulator
spring, be:lring seat, and rear support.

v:~lve,

btmctallic coil,

The valve housing has four "windows" in its downstream end. The regulator
valve has four "paddles" which :Ire sp:~ced to coincide with the windows of the
housing. The regulator v:~lvo Is mounted at each end by a ball, which forms
bearings. They are kept in contact with U1e housing by a spring which bears
against the bearing seat. The bimetallic coil is anchored to the v:1lvo rear support at one end and attached to the rotating regulator valve at the other.
When beat is applied to the. coil, it becomes longer, rotating tho paddles of the
regulator valve across 'the windows of the valve housing. As the area of the
openmgs decreases, flow of anti-icing air diminishes to the engine inlet guJde
vanes. The resultant decrease in flow tends to cool the coil, causing the regulator valve to be driven toward open again. In the above manner. the valve
modulates to control flow (:md relevant temperature) to the engine inlet. The
v:ll ve bas internal stops to prevent total closure during operation.
A butterfly type, motor-driven shutoCf v:~lve is bolted to the downstream side of
the flow regulator. This val vo is opened by the individual engine anti-icing
switches in the "ON" position or by the :lutomatic ice-detection system when the
above switches are "OFF." Tho valve contains an ANTI-ICE ON mdicator
microswitch which is in series with the nacelle inlet valve switch (as mentioned
earlier).
ICE DETECTOR.
The anti-icing system has a detector which senses impending Icing conditions and
can activate the system autom:~tic:tlly. The detector is mounted on the top rightband side of the fuselage :It F. S. 265.
The detector has a sensor for monitoring :lir temper:tture and a sensor for
moisture content. A temperature o{ .,.1. 70C or less arms the temperature
circuit but will not turn on the anti-Icing system. Relative humidity of 100 percent arms the moisture sensing circuit, but without an accompanying temperature
of +1. 7•c, will not turn the system on. When a temperature of less than +1. 1•c
occurs simultaneously with a rolntlve humidity of 100 percent, the detector
circuits combine to activate the anti-Icing system (provided the ice control
switch is in "AUTO'').
OPERATION AND INDICATION.
The pilot's overhead ice control panel has six switches which are
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mcclle and engine anti-1cang.
switch.

Each engine has an andividual anti-icing control

The Ice Detector Control switch (lower right) could be considered as the "master "
switch. The ice detector sw1tch provides a monas of testing the ice detection
system. For normal operation, the engine anti-ice switches are placed to "OFF,"
the lee detector switch to "NORM," and the ice detector control switch to "AUTO."
Tbis arms the system for automatic operation should iclng condltions be encountered.
Should icing ccndltions be encountered, the amplifier interprets the signal and
furnishes a current output to the triple-cootact relay. This relay, in turn,
energizes the anti-Icing control relays for the individual engines. The Icing
light on the annunciator ~;~anel Is also illuminated.
The detector may be tested by placing the ice detector control switch to "MAN''
and the Ice detector switch to "TEST." The ICING aMunciator light is Illuminated
during test, indicating that the detector circuit has the capability of energizing
the triple-contact relay. The engine and nacelle inlet valves are not energized
during this test.
A test of the complete system requires that the engines be running, since the
nacelle Inlet valve i.s pneumatically opened by engine bleed air; and both valves
must be open to complete the ANTI-ICING ON light circuit. To perform such a
test, switches are initially arranged as for a normal flight, then the ice detector
switch Is moved to ·TEST. This simulates an icing condition and activates the
system. Returning the ice detector switch to " NORM" restores the system to
flight configuration.
NOTE: Applicable maintenance publicatiOn should be checked for proper
test sequence.
As mentioned above, the individual engine anti-Icing switches normally remain
"OFF" during automatic :tct1vaUon of the system.
NOTE: The ANTI-ICE ON light cir-cu1t requJres both valves to be open for
its completion.
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NACELLE AND COMPONENT COOLfNG.

A cooling system is provide4for cooling the engine, accessories, and nacelle
structure. The cooling is desi~d primarily for ground operation and flight al
low altitudes. The system is divided into two zones in each nacelle: the area
aft of the vertical firewall is Zone I; the area forward of the fire seal is Zone n.
ZONE IT COOLING.

·. . ... _

•

Zone IT cooling is provided by allowing air to enter the nacelle through louvers
loc::~ted on the bottom of the nacelle. The air flows upward around the engine and
is exhausted through ports on each side of the pylon fairing. Ejectors are
located at this point to increase the airflow through the nacelle.
Located in the front of each ejector duct are four ejector nozzles. These nozzles
direct streams of high pressure, high velocity air into the ejector ports. This
action increases the velocity in the ejecrtor duct with a resultant drop in pressure.
This low pressure area causes the air flowing through the nacelle to rush through
the duct at a faster rate, giving more effective cooling.
Air for the ejectors is extracted from the diffuser (sixteenth-stage 0. D. air) and
passes through a solenoid operated valve. The valve is a poppet type which is
spring-loaded to the closed position. Tile valve opens when the soleno1d is ener-

gized. The solenoid is controlled by a normally closed pressure switch which
is set to open :lt an absolute pressure of 6 pounds per square inch.
When the aircraft reache.s an altitude of approximately 20,000 feet ambient air
pressure will be approximately 6 PSIA. The pressure switch cont::~cts then open,
which removes power from the solenoid valve. The solenoid deenergizes and the
spring closes the poppet valve. This cuts off high pressure air to the ejector
nozzles, which reduces the volume of air flowing through the nacelle.
When the aircraft descends below approximately 20,000 feet the above action is
reversed. The pressure switch contacts close, completing a circuit wh1ch
energizes the solenoid. The poppet valve opens and allows high-pressure air to
flow through the ejectors, causing more air for cooling to flow through the nacelle.
Located in each ejector duct is a butterfly valve. The butterfly valves are
connected through common linkage to an actuator. The actuator is motor-driven
and is controlled by the fire emergency handle for its respective engine. The
butterfly valves, normally, are in the open position. In the event of fire the
emergency handle is pulled, energizing the actuator to close the butterfly valves.
This permits the fire extinguishing agent to be concentrated on the fire.
Two blowout doors are located in the bottom of the Zone IT nacelle to provide
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relief should cooling air pressure become excessive. These rloors are normally
spring-loaded closed.
ZONE I COOLING.
Zone I cooling is provided to reduce the temperature in the "hot" section of ·the
engine nacelle. Cooling air for Zone I is bled from the upper side of both fan
ducts. This air flows through two pneumatically controlled valves into two perforated tubes attached to the aft cowl doors. Air is distributed from these tubes
into Zone I. Flow is downward through the Zone I area and out louvers located
on the bottOill of the cowl doors.
The two pneumatic valves )Yhich control Zone I cooling air consist basically of a
butterfly valve connectM to a pisto!l. Atr pressure for operation is extracted
frOill the twelfth stage of the engine. Control of the actuator is accomplished by
a shuttle selector valve connected to an evacuated bellows.
Below 10,000 feet altitude the bellows will be COillpressed allowing the shuttle
valve to block twelfth-stage air from entering the actuator chamber. At this time
the actuator spring will be extended, holding the butterfly open to admit cooling
air to Zone I.
Above 10,000 feet altitude the bellows expands, allowing the shuttle valve to admit
twelfth-stage air to the actuator chamber. The actuator spring will be compressed,
holding the butterfly valve closed. This cuts off cooling air to Zone I.
Two blowout doors are located in the bottOill of the Zone I nacelle to provide
relief should cooling air pressure become excessive. These doors are normally
spring-loaded closed.
NACELLE PREHEAT SYSTEM.
A nacelle preheat system is provided for preheating the engine and accessories in
extremely cold conditions. The system conducts air from the aircraft bleed air
system through a shutoff valve and a nacelle preheat valve into each nacelle.
Preheating air may be supplied from the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), an external
compressor, or any engine which is operating.
TI:.;:: :;:::-~!:"?~• "~lv"" are poppet type, solenoid-controlled. The valve consists
principally of a spring-loaded poppet and a switcher ball controlled by a solenoid.

When the valve is closed, upstream air flows around the poppet and is blocked at
the valve outlet by the poppet being held against its seat. A small port delivers
upstream air to the switcher ball which in connected to the solenoid. In the "OFF"
(deenergized) position, the spring causes the switcher ball to block the ambient
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NACELLE PREHEAT DiffUS ER
START ER

ENGI NE BLEED AIR LINES
vent, thereby routing air into the spring side of the poppet valve. Since the area
exposed to upstream pressure on the inside of the poppet is much greater than
that exposed at the poppet seat, the spring holds the valve firmly against its seat.
When the valve is selected to 'Open, the solenoid is energized, causing the
switcher ball to block the upstream air port and to open the poppet piston port to
ambient pressure, Pressure inside the poppet becomes much less than that felt
on its downstream face, causing the poppet to compress the spring and move to
the open position.
The NACELLE PREHEAT switches, located on the flight engineer's panel, control
the nacelle preheat valves. When a particular nacelle is to be heated, the bleed
air s hutoff valve for that engine must be opened to allow air to flow to the preheat
valve. The NACELLE PREHEAT switch for the same engine can then be placed
"ON" to accomplish the preheating. The nacelle preheat system does not operate
in flight since the valves receive their power only when the touchdown relay
contacts are closed.
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FAN DUCT SEAL SYSTEM.
Fan duct seals are attached'. to the nacelle structure so that they encircle the
bifurcated duct opening. Whell-1Qle large oowl doors are closed, these seals
prevent fan air leakage at each end of the cowl door where it mates to the nacelle
structure.

.

These se"al~t·, have two compartments which are inflated by engine bleed air during
engine O);leraffiln. They could be described, in principle, as being very similar
to a tire tube inside another tire tube. These two compartments of the seal are
called the Primary Chamber and the Secondary Chamber. In case of rupture of
either chamber, a positive seal between sections of the fan ducts is maintained
by the remaining chamber.
Air for the primary chamber is sixteenth-stage outside diameter air while the
secondary uses sixteenth-stage inside diameter air. Both primary and secondary
seal pressures are regulated by a valve located on the rear flange of the diffuser
case. This valve maintains pressure in the primary chamber at approximately
24 PSI and approximately 21 PSI in the secondary chamber.
The dual regulator valve consists of two spring-loaded, c!i.aphragms, two spool
valves, and three small filters. Air enters the valve through the filters to the
spools and continues to the next assembly and the seals. Downstream of the
spools, air is ported to the side of the diaphragm opposite the springs. IT air
going to the seal chambers exceeds their set values, the increased air pressure
acting on the diaphragms compresses the springs. When the springs compress
far enough, the spool valve uncovers the vent port, decrt:asing air pressure being
sent to the seals. The vent port has a £ilter to prevent dirt entry.
Downstream from the regulator valve is a Manual Override Check Valve assembly.
The primary function of these dual check valves is to prevent reverse flow in the
seal pressurizing lines, e. g. pressure is trapped in the seals when the engine is
shut down. This ensures that the seal is effective for the next engine start.
The above valve consists of two ball check valves and springs, and two spool-type
override valves. Alr from the regulator is admitted to the seals through the ball
check valves. At this time, air is prevented from escaping by the spool-type
override valves. Should the pressure regulator fail, these spools provides a
relief against excessive pressure. As mentioned above, pressure is maintained
in the seals after shutdown. When the cowl doors are to be opened, the spool
valves are pulled against their springs, allowing seal air to escape through the
vent. This manual override lever is accessible through a small door on the
bottom of the aft cowl panel.
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ENGINE STARTING AND IGNITION SYSTEM.
To provide a source of air for the poeumatic starter, an aircraft bleed air manifold i.Dtercoanects the engines and APU. This system incorporates bleed air
shutoff valves for each engine, check valves, wing Isolation valves, a.nd an external coanectlon for high-pressure air. If the external source Is not used, air
can be supplied to the manifold by the APU, or, with an engine operating, sixteenth-stage air is extracted and may be used to start any remaining engine. The
manifold is routed inside the wing's leading edge and can be separated by the wing
Isolation valve located In the left center wing's leading edge. By placing the air
condition muter switch In the "APU" or "ENG START'' position, the valve opens.
The floor heat valve is also located in the left center wing's leading edge and is
used to separate the APU from the bleed air manifold. The control switch for the
floor heat valve is located oo the Environmental System Control Panel, to the left
of the wing Isolation valve switch. Individual pyloo isolation valves are located
Inside each pyloo. They are controlled by separate switches located on the
Environmental Systems Control Panel. Pulling the fire handle also isolates an
engine. Each engine bas two check valves installed to prevent airflow Into the
engine.
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STARTER CONTROL VALVE.
The starter control valve ~ts as an air pressure regulator for the starter and
as an air shutoff valve when th!i starter is_not being used. The valve is attached
directly to the starter. The coi:itrol valve assembly conststs of the following
components:
0
- ~~

•

Butterfly Actuator

0

Bleed-on Regulator

0

Pressure Relief Valve

0

Solenoid-Actuated Pilot Valve

0

Pressure sensing selector

0

Starter Valve Open Switch

0

Actuator Relief

0

Directional Orifice Check Valve

The butterfly actuator controls the position of the bu~rfly in all modes of
operation. The actuator consists of a piston, connected to the butterfly by
mechanical linkage. Pne1m1atlc pressure applied to the top of the piston (Chamber A) causes the butterfly to open. When the valve is in the closed position,
this chamber is vented to atmosphere. The butterfly is normally held in the
closed position by a spring and by pne1m1atic pressure acting on the bottom of the
piston.
The bleed-on regulator limits the air pressure in the regulator line to a maximlml
value of approximately 40 PSI. The regulator assembly consists of a piston
actuated by a spring force on the top surface and inlet air pressure acting on the
bottom surface. An orifice dampens pressure surges during operation. A mechanical plunger connects the piston to the ball of a ball-check valve. Proper
tension of the piston spring is adjusted by a setscrew. Under no- flow and nopressure conditions, the piston holds the ball off its seat. As inlet air pressure
increases, the piston rises, thus permitting the ball to approacl: its seat. A
filter is located in the line between the regulator and the inlet manifold.
The pressure relief valve incorporated in the cCiltrol valve limits the maximum
pressure downstream of the regulator to 45 PSL This pressure limiting is
available in case of regulator failure.
The pilot valve is a two-position, solenoid-actuated valve. It directs regulated
air pressure within the shutoff valve assembly to either the underside of the
actuator piston Chamber B or to the upper side of the actuator piston Chamber A.
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Tbe valve consists of a dual ball valve which is held in a nonnal position by a
spring-loaded plunger. When the pilot valve solenoid is energized, it causes the
plunger to move against the spring. Tbe second ball is also moved by the piston.
Tbe two balls are thereby positioned by the solenoid to pennlt regulated air
pressure to be ported to Chamber A. Tbe lower area Chamber B is vented to
atmosJ:i!ere. Tbe butterfly is then open. When the solenoid is deenergized, the
dual-ball valve pennits regulated pressure to flow to Chamber B. At the same
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time, Chamber A is vented to atmosphere. The butterfly Is then closed.
The actuator relief valve is located in the pressure line between the pilot valve
and Chamber A. It is a ball-check valve which is spring-loaded against regulated
pressure. It relieves regulated pressure to Chamber A momentarily as the
butterfly begins to open. The actuator relief ensures that opening regulating
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pressure is allowed to rise very little above Chamber B pressure, ensuring that
the initial rate of the opening of the butterfly is relatively slow.
STARTER SYSTEM.

The directional orifice check valve is located downstream from the actuator relief valve in the pressure line to the actuator upper chamber. The valve consists
of a spring-loaded check valve and its housing. The valve contains a small
orifice which permits restricted flow into Chamber A and freeflow out of Chamber A. The check valve works in conjunction with the actuator relief to limit the
rate of movement of the actuator piston.
The sensing selector is l09ated downstream from the butterfly. It is a pistontype valve, spring-loa!ied to the closed position. The selector permits flow and
pressure downstream from the butterfly valve to be ported into Chamber B. As
the butterfly opens and the downstream pressu.r e increases above the desired 40
PSI, the sensing selector piston !Jl.OVes upward and allows the airflow into Chamber B. This action applies downstream pressure to the actuator piston In the
closing direction and causes the butterfly to modulate at a partially open position.
When inlet pressure is below the desired 40 PSI, the sensing selector closes and
the butterfly valve moves to· the fully opened position.
The STARTER VALVE OPEN switch is linked directly to the butterfly valve and
is spring-loaded to follow the valve as it opens. The switch illuminates the
STARTER VALVE OPEN light on the main instrument panel.
When the starter switch Is depressed, the solenoid in the pilot valve is energized.
The vent ball in the pilot valve assembly then closes the vent port, allowing air
pressure to be directed to Chamber A of the actuator. As the pressure increases
in the line to Chamber A, the actuator relief and directional check valves reduce
the pressure differential between the two chambers and permit the butterfly valve
to begin opening slowly. As the butterfly valve opens and pressure increases to
the starter, the valve switch actuates the STARTER VALVE OPEN light. As the
pressure increases to 40 PSI, the sensing selector begins to open the port to
actuator Chamber B. This permits downstream pressure to act as a closing
force on the butterfly valve. A balance force is established across the actuator,
which causes the butterfly valve to modulate between fully open and fully closed.
The valve closing sequence begins when the starter speed switch actuates at a
predetermined RPM and opens the circuit to the pilot valve solenoid snd the starter
switch. When the solenoid is deenergized, the plunger moves the directional
ball valve to a position which directs regulated pressure to Chamber B. At the
same moment, the vent ball valve is moved to the open posit!oo. As pressure is
directed to Chamber B, the actuator moves upward. The directional orifice
moves off its seat and allows Chamber A pressure to be vented to atmosphere
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quickly. The butterfly valve closes rapidly. As downstream pressure drops ,
the sensing selector closes and Chamber B pressure rises, thus helping the
torsion spring to close the valve completely.
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STARTER. The starter is a pneumatic type, manufactured by AiResearch
(P/N 356660-1). It is locate.d on the left aft side of the accessory gear case.

Starter Data:

'

Uatio - Shaft to Engine

0. 7 to 1

- Ratio - Turbine to Shaft

23 to 1

·.........

,.

Shaft Shear

1050 + 5 foot pounds

Cutout Speed

2900 + 100 RPM

Oil Type

MIL-L-7808 - 11 ounce

C~ge

No Checks

Oil Periodically

High-pressure air , regulated to a maximum value by the starter control valve ,
enters the starter through the inlet on the turbine scroll; passes through the
turbine nozzles, causing the turbine to rotate; and discharged into the nacelle.
The turbine drives the starter output shaft through the· gear train and clutch. The
output shaft, in turn, drives the engine. When the starter output shaft reaches a
predetermined speed (2900 + 100 RPM), the centrifugal cutout switch on the
engine side of starter clutch automatically opens and closes the starter valve.
As the engine speed continues to increase under its own power, and the starter
turbine begins to slow down, the starter clutch disengages. The output side of
the clutch and the starter output shaft and cutout switch continue to rotate with
the engine. The starter turbine and gear train stop rotating when the control
valve is fully closed.
The starter is designed to free run for one minute, without failure, at a turbine
speed of 95,000 RPM. This free run capability provides ample time for the
operator to take corrective action in the event of malfunction. A turbine guard
ring and screen protect against a possible failure of the turbine wheel or turbine
blades. The guard ring safely absorbs the energy of the metal fragments resulting from turbine wheel failure up to speeds of 86, 000 RPM and a turbine
blade failure up to speeds of 117,500 RPM. The exhaust screen absorbs energy
from any turbine failure which results in fragments discharged in an axial
direction.
For installation and removal the starter incorporates a Quick Attach-Detach
(QAD) feature. No major nacelle components components must be removed in
order to install or remove the starter.
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IGNITION SYSTEM.
The ignition system consists of an ignition exciter, two high-tension Ignition
leads, and two spark igniters. The spark igniters are located in combustion
chambers No. 4 and 5. The high-tension ignition leads carry the high-tension
voltate from the ignition exciter to the spark igniters.
Two separate systems are incorporated in the ignition exciter. A 20-joule
Intermittent system is used for engine starts, and a 4-joule continuous system
used for air starts and continuous ignition. When there is a possibility of upset
air conditions at the engine Inlet, the 4-joule ignition system may be used to
prevent an inadvertent engine flameout. If one or both of the engine Igniters are
operating for the duration of the condition. a flameout can usually be prevented.
The CONTDnJOUS IGNITION switch is located on the pilot's overhead panel.
When placed in the "ON" position, 115-volt AC at 400 Hertz is sent lnlo the
continuous duty ignition exciter where it is directed through a radio noise filter
and to the full wave transfonner·rectiller. Here, the voltage is Increased and
converted to DC. The Increased DC ent<.'rs the voltage doubler circuit which, in
tum, boosts the voltage to approximately 3, 050 (±.100) volts DC. The voltage
doubler applies the high voltage to the tr:gger generator which Increases the
voltage and applies it to the trigger output circuit. There It Is Increased to a
point where it will ionize the gap of the spark igniter in the No. 5 combustion
chamber,
NOTE
Two spark igniters are installed in the engine: one in No. 4, and
one in No. 5 combustion ch:unber. Both fire on 20-joule ignition,
but only No. i' fires on 4-joule continuous ignition. When removed,
visually inspect for condition. Extreme care should be used when
removing.
WARNING
Before touching the spark igniter after performing the firing check,
allow 3 minutes to elapse for complete dissipation of energy from
the ignition system.
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OPERATION AND L"'DICATION.
When the starter switch is depressed, power is supplied through the swttch, to
energize the solenoid in the starter control vnlve; to one of the contacts LD the
FUEL & START IGNITION switch, and through the "RUN'' position of thnt switch
to the 20-joule ignition exciter. Power is also supplied through the st:uter
switch to a holding coil, which holds the switch In the depressed position; and to
the indicator light In the switch, Indicating the starter circuit is energized. For
cold-weather starting, a fuel enrichment switch is provided.
When the starter control vnlve opens, the position indicator actuates a microswitch, completing a circuit to th.e Starter Valve Open light on the pilot's center
panel. As the valve continues to open, the starter begins to rotate and accelerate the engine.
·
When engine N2 speed Is approximately 13 to 18 percent, the FUEL & START
IGNITION switch is placed to the "RUN'' position. This delay is to allow purging
of any fumes, etc. that might cause a hot start. If this switch was not actuated
at this Rl':\l, engine speed would increase to approximately 2, 200 RPM Pl2) and
stabilize, since the starter Is not capable of turnmg the engine any faster.
Also by placing the FUEL & START IGNITION switch to the "RUN'' position,
power Is sent to tbe open side of the fuel shuto{! actuator, penilltting fuel to flow
to the engine. Simultaneously the 4-joule continuous ignition system is armed,
nnd the 20-joule circuit is energized. At an engine N2 speed of approximately
4150 RPM, the starter cutout switch is actuated by centrifugal force. This
deenergizes the ci~ult back to the starter control valve, closLDg it, and breaks
the circuit to the holding coil of the starter switch, releasing 1t. At thts time,
the lights go out in the starter switch, and the starter valve open light on the
center instrument panel. The 20-joule ignition ci~uit is deenergized, but the
4-joule gystem remains nrmed. The fuel shutoff nctuator remains Ul the open
pos1tion. As the engl.IIe continues to accelernte above starter cutout speed, the
starter clutch disengages and output side of the clutch which is splined to the
engine, continues to rotate with the engine.
For air start capabilities, :1 continuous ignition switch is provided on the pilot's
overheat panel. It prov1des power to the 4-joule continuous ignition exciter, with
the switch "On'' and the FUEL & START IGNITION switch to the "RUN'' or "AIR
START'' position. This will bypass the starter, and use the Wl.IIdmilling of the
engine for air starts.
A fuel enrichment switch is provided for grot.md st:lrting of cold soaked engines
at low temperatures, and Dir starting above 15,000 feet when using .TP-5 fuel.
The fuel enrichment system is designed to do this by supplying more fuel than
normally required to the engine, ~ugh the fuel control. This system was
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designed !or use when fuel temperature is below freezing or anytime, during
starting if JP-5 fuel is used. The FUEL ENRICHMENT switch Is located on the
pilot's forward overhead panel, near the FUEL & START IGNmON switch.
When the fuel enrichment vslve Is actuated open, additional fuel bypasses the
computing section of the engine fuel control unit and flows through the fuel shutoff
vslve to the burner nozzles. The system is designed so that enrichment fuel is
automatically cut off when fuelfiow reaches 1500 PPH. It should be turned off as
soon after start as possible, to ellm !nate possible damage to the solenoid.
FIRE EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN HANDLE.
When the fire emergency shutdown handles are pulled, power Is sent to the
emergency shutdown relay which sends power to the close side of the fuel shutoff

valve, closing it, SQd simultaneously removing power from both the 20-joule and
4-joule Ignition exciters.
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